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Smart Urban Stage – The Media In The Future
City. Meeting Alberto Abruzzese

Marco Mancuso

Since the past 26th of June until July

the 31st, inside a 200 square meters

inflatable futuristic structure at

Rome’s Music Auditorium (Auditorium

Parco della Musica di Roma, ndt.) the

smart future minds exhibition will be

presented. Articulating the theme

“the future of the city” through twelve

different projects, the exhibition is

guaranteed to constitute a moment of

critical reflection and artistic divulging

within the wider scenario of the smart

urban stage, cutting-edge road show

that is going to hit Zurich, Paris,

Madrid and London and has already

been in Berlin.

The theme on which the exhibition is

based on is undoubtably topical and

subject matter of debate in diverse

fields: academics, art, design, activism

and surely in economy and politics as

well. It is however ambitious and far

from being simple to center a project,

which is both cultural and curatorial,

on a topic such as the future of our

cities and on how new technologies

and environment conditions will

affect the urban space and citizens’

lives. A wide subject indeed and at the

same time a low average knowledge

among people on what do precisely

these hypepraised new technologies

consist of and what could their

positive impact be. Moreover, it is

hard to discern five eligible thematic

sections through which subdivide the

exhibition.

In a future that now more than ever

shows the need to be entirely

constructed or at least being

regulated in the most sensitive,

intelligent, foresighted approach in

terms of fitness for human living,

economic sustainability, urban, social

and environmental impact. Smart

urban stage therefore has, in my

opinion, the merit of presenting on

the ground of collective thought an

important and complex issue, and to

do so in an original way. Ten of the

smart future minds exhibition projects

will be selected among the excellence
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of Italian Architecture (Live section),

of Media/Information Technology

(Exchange section), Design (‘Create’

section), Science (Explore section), of

Society and Culture (Be section).

The projects will be presented by five

curators: Luca Molinari ( architect,

curator of the Italian pavilion at the

2010 Venice Biennale Architettura),

Alberto Abruzzese (mass-media

expert), Martino Gamper (designer),

Paolo Mataloni (quantum physicist)

and Lorenzo Imbesi (architect and

Theory of Design expert). The aim of

these selected projects is to suggest

ideas and stimuli for a conceivable

future and, through the combination

of utopia and feasibility, fantasy and

science, to put forward innovative

enhancements for an everyday life

balanced between technological

growth and ecologist ethos.

Digicult will hence have the pleasure,

in the coming three issues of the

magazine, of interviewing three of the

smart future mind exhibition curators:

Alberto Abruzzese, Lorenzo Imbesi

and Paolo Mataloni. Our first guest is

Alberto Abruzzese, full professor in

Sociology of Cultural and

Communicational Processes at IULM

University in Milan, where he is also

headmaster of the Tourism, Culture

and Territory Department and pro-

chancellor for International Relations

and Technological innovation, of

which fields of research are: mass

communication, cinema, television

and the new media, with a particular

focus on the social developments

connected to the diffused

implementation of media.

Marco Mancuso: Professor, I first of all

would like to ask you for some

anticipation and presentation of the

works you chose for your curatorial

project. What is the core concept, the

idea, which is the challenge that

brought you tackling such a vast

socially ubiquitous theme as media

communication and meta-

technological sharing (of information,

knowledge, relationships, expertise,

contents)?

Alberto Abruzzese: To choose which

projects to present I adopted a

medialogical point of view on society

and social anthropological/cultural

traditions, I would even say on its

archetypes or myths, like as a matter

of fact, the city is (this being

especially true in Italy a country with

no territorial, social and symbolic
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experience of the metropolis, only

partially compensated by the daily

multichannel broadcast TV regime).

My viewpoint is medialogical, namely

post-sociological. The deepest

modifications of our contemporary

societies forms of life – the highly

developed as well as the

underdeveloped ones; the wellness

ones and the desperation ones – are

expressed by media innovations, by

their switching from analog to digital

languages.

It is on the top of all a revolution of

expression, I hence thought that – to

tell the relationship between the

“future city” and the forms of social

relations, therefore of communication

and so of old and new media – the

most advanced form of

representation would well better

belong to the ways of artists, or

creatives, those that are nowadays

the most sensitive to the collapse of

sensical mass-culture regimes and to

the rise of their inner conflicts exactly

on the media field.

Technologies are nothing but

prosthesis of our beings,

consequently I decided to turn to

authors being highly sensitive to the

relationships between body and

locally- or globally – lived experience

(namely, a glocal dimension). Mass

media and personal media are

platforms of expression which

concern both people’s contents

innovation and great social matters of

mobility and environment, of quality

of life.

Marco Mancuso: Besides the need to

adhere to the thematically area you

have been put in charge of as curator

(Exchange), I’d ask you which are

aesthetically and technological

parameters, which the guidelines that

defined your choices and the

selection of works?

Alberto Abruzzese: Baudrillard offered

us – with the title of his well-known

essay Symbolic Exchange and Death –

a very effective slogan indeed;

drawing the spheres of economic

politics, symbolic reality and death as

objectivity/subjectivity of human

experience close to each other and

ultimately, making them overlap.

Looking at the world of forms and

actions, I have always tried to dodge

the opposition between the

apocalyptic and the integrated fronts

5
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(which was created to be used by the

dialectical devices belonging to

Occidental systems of domination, to

modern and nationalist politics, to

enterprise and government based

cultures), deeming that it is necessary

to adopt an ambivalent way of

thinking to understand our present

reality, even paradoxical (the non-

knowldege – possible as well as

impossible – that modern regimes

have often removed), capable of

being at one time both apocalyptic

and integrated, therefore substantially

tragic and yet political, hence keeping

in consideration life, everyday life, the

suffering of flesh.

It is within this frame that I chose

authors and projects.

Marco Mancuso:New technologies

and environmental conditions will

undoubtedly influence future urban

spaces and the life of their

inhabitants. As a matter of fact, an

increasing number of mobile, satellite,

locative technologies are gradually

invading the (emotional and physical)

space in our life. How, in your opinion,

those artists and designers who work

on new technologies do relate with

the growing informational

superstructure? And in which ways

are they able to use such structure to

better “communicate” with a virtually

infinite audience and how, on the

other hand, people’s very perception

can change through the increasing

merging of multimedia technologies?

Alberto Abruzzese: Too many tracks

should be outlined to answer this

question. A question itself embodying

many questions on the evolving

relationships between past and

future:

A – between territories and media-

technologies ( but pay attention! It’s

not the digital technologies being

invading the territory of modern

hysterical experience or better yet its

stratifications and space-time

combinations – from the field of

writing to television and screen – but

rather the metamorphosis of the daily

life, of the expanded and externalized

interiority of our affiliation with the

world);

B – between aesthetic or professional

traditions and web culture, between

the languages of knowledge and the

ones of esperienze, subjects and

objects, bodies and flesh, between

autocratic, vertical, centralized
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dimensions and dimension those from

the low, instinctual, emotional (the

authors I bring forward pay much

attention to the distinctions of value

between languages of seeing and

languages of feeling: an opposition

that assumed, with McLuhan, a strong

political meaning, symbolizing the

conflict between enclosed,

nationalist, totalitarian, centered,

military systems and opened,

antimodern systems, pregnant of a

sense of sacred far more than the

feeling of obligation characterizing

the religious spirit of civilization;

between a future that clones past and

one that is perceived, instead, as a

pre-human, animal origin);

C – between individual and collective

identities, mass and person, person

and crowds. The node of the matter

consists in the ability to spot places

and subject of an ongoing negotiation

– again, so, we are talking about

conflicts of powers directly

perpetrating the social and cultural

identities that have wrecked the

twentieth century – in which various

anthropological onsets, originated

within the hybridization processes

between humans and technology, are

triggering powerful dynamics of loss

of structure and pulverization of social

arrangements based on a Judaic-

Christian tradition ( monotheism,

humanism, civilization).

Marco Mancuso: Advocating for

awareness over a number of themes

that are crucial for our lives such as

some of the ones listed in the Smart

Urban Stage event, for instance the

future of our cities, as well as the

more environmental sustainability-

related aspects, is an operation that is

today constantly done through the

Web. It isn’t just about following news

on dedicated blogs and niche

websites, now major newspapers also

realized how vast the media echo of

themes that so effectively represent

our times and are likely to grow in this

role.

So then my question is: given that

many of the major news companies

find the most curious and catchy

news directly checking the

aforementioned niche websites and

blogs, are we facing the risk to see, in

a couple of years time, all the system

of independent information (not just

politically speaking, I am referring to

cultural information in general) being
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completely absorbed by the

mainstream, as a consequence of the

structural impossibility to compete

with big editorial groups, hence

gradually loosing the precious

uniqueness of contents?

Alberto Abruzzese: We are now in a

complicated transitional phase. The

quality of digital technologies is now

in itself capable of being traduced in

any possible strategy of expression, of

subjectivity and therefore of content.

It can be compared to the machines

of the industrial society and functions

as the flesh which constitutes the

transversal area between subjects and

objects on earth.

It can be an instrument for any form

of domain and field of interest. Thus

the struggling of firms, parties and

institutions attempting to apply the

technological innovation as an actual

innovation: this happens because they

are obsolete, atrophic, unable to

evolve and hence they can’t find

contents that could be suitable for the

potentials of the new we languages,

ads so ending up using them in the

exact same way – and with the same

aims – broadcast traditional media do.

Until these current times, the

possibilities of developing

technological innovations have been

under the direct control of the heads

of social systems and trading

dynamics: radio, for instance, despite

the possibility to be interactive was

made unidirectional. It might happen

again: evidences of a regression by

generalist networks aren’t rare to be

remarked.

What is happening is, nevertheless, of

incredibly far-reaching consequences,

especially in the concerns of

connections between different media,

from mobile telephony to

biotechnologies. I believe that

valorizing the virtually revolutionary

nature of digital languages must be a

consequence of a profound reflection

on our society. On, in point of fact, the

catastrophe of the “ideal city” that

western society caused and therefore

on those cyclical models which

divided the world among elites and

cannon fodder.

Marco Mancuso: I conclude asking

you how do you consider, within this

frame, the role of social networks, and

which are the potentialities that the

forthcoming new forms of online

shared forms of economies could

imply? Which are, in short,the
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antidotes the web could develop

against the strong attraction of a

mass-transforming process, as has

happened in the past with press, radio

and television?

Alberto Abruzzese: I have in someway

already answered to this in the

previous question. Social networks do

not, by themselves, have a libertarian,

revolutionary or simply democratically

DNA. They are the outcome of the

strong pressure human life exercises

on existence and therefore of a

plurality of needs that no religion or

regime or government can satisfy

anymore, unless they recur to

violence. Social network take

advantage of the vast range of

possibilities virtually allowed by the

very genesis of the information

technology itself (and so the necessity

of an increased familiarization of the

social institutions with those

immaterial technologies,

paradoxically supported by the

dynamics of business itself).

The opportunity to weight upon the

interests connecting mass media and

typically modern forms of power

(imperialist states, global firms, highly

environmental-dangerous productive

procedures, peace war-missions, etc.)

is however one and one only: to

mature a sensitivity which would be

radically anti-humanist, anti-historical,

anti-institutional, antireligious, post-

human; to restructure the despotic

human-centered attitude we have

toward the world, our exclusive will;

we must recognize what remains –

the living that remains, perpetrates -,

something of which the human being

is nothing but an impermanent ripple.

Make use of this sense of limit in the

most extreme way, whereas we have

the responsibility to ‘live’ the world

(hence a radical deconstruction of

those ideologies that tend, today, to

blur and cloud the ways and functions

of social behaving:this including the

present rhetorics about giving,

rhetorics which are inclined to impose

to the act of giving a progressive,

humanitarian framing and yet to

remove its unavoidable, undeniable

belonging to the act of sacrifice).

http://www.smart-urban-stage.com
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Resistence And Constitution. Audiovisual
Settings By N03!

Annamaria Monteverdi

Paolo Ranieri of N03! talks about his

artistic support to interactive

museums dedicated to History. From

the Museo Diffuso della Resistenza

(the Widespread Museum of

Resistance) in Turin to the Museum of

Fosdinovo (Sarzana � SP) opened on

June 3rd, 2000 and the most recent

Diritti al cubo/Living the Constitution

(Genoa and Turin).

He has also contributed to the

touching exhibition on Primo Levi A
noi fu dato in sorte questo tempo at

the former Campo Fossoli of Carpi

(Modena) and to a permanent

installation at the Musée de la

Résistance et de la Déportation de

l’Isère Maison des Droits de l’Homme,

Grenoble, entitled Résister
Aujourd’hui. He has done all this in

memory of his lately gone grandfather

(mayor of Sarzana for 25 years), who

was an anti-fascist and member of

the clandestine Communist Party that

played a key role in the liberation of

Sarzana.

Paolo Ranieri, a leading light of N03!’s

multimedia activity, video director

and teacher at the Academy of Fine

Arts in Carrara, bears an important

surname: his grandfather Paolino

Ranieri, who died on the tenth

anniversary of the Audiovisive

Museum of Resistance, was one of

the organizers of resistance in

Lunigiana. The museum was a big

desire of Paolino when he was alive,

and it was designed and built by

Studio Azzurro in collaboration with

Paolo Ranieri.
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The Museum of Resistance is one of

the first examples of interactive

museums to catch the attention of

the administrations in projecting

multimedia installations. The

remembrance of Resistance is finely

displayed through faces, words,

places, accounts and events of the

Great History along with everyday life

of farming villages between Liguria

and Tuscany. A touching creation and

an amazing work from a historical

point of view.

Interactivity relates back to the

gestures of remembrance: flipping the

pages of photograph albums or

newspapers, listening to the accounts

of old people who lived during the

war and fought for the Republic and

the Constitution. The Museum was

not positioned by chance � it is housed

in a former partisan camp on the

mountains. Today we would say that

it is an “out-of-the-way” place, but

here is where Resistance took place,

and it’s worth driving out of the built-

up areas to discover the heart of

Italian history. A lively place hosting

events and concerts. It is a must-visit

place.

For the tenth anniversary of the

Audiovisive Museum of Resistance I

talked with Paolo Ranieri about the

support of new technologies in

designing a museum whose subjects

are history and collective memory.

Annamaria Monteverdi: What about

your training and profession in the

fields of video making and interactive

art?

Paolo Ranieri:My training started in

1992, when I was attending a TV

production course in Genoa.

Afterwards, I moved to Milan and got

in contact with Studio Azzurro, whose

creations really enraptured me. I

started as Paolo Rosa’s assistant

director for some installations and I

also worked on editing; I made some

documentaries � e. g. a documentary

about Arturo Schwartz and Joseph

Beuys for the Mudima’s collection. I

have also made three documentaries

about contemporary art for Regione

Lombardia, among which Il corpo

dell’arte � a documentary on body art

realized in collaboration with Andrea

Lissoni. I have always loved directing

and, in particular, directing

documentaries. From 1998, such

passion led me to work for the

Museum of Resistance in Sarzana

which opened on June 3rd, 2000.
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 Annamaria Monteverdi: What was

your task at the Museum of

Resistance?

Paolo Ranieri: I had several tasks � the

installation in general, the concept,

the contents, the materials and the

direction of video installations. My

grandfather intended to create a

museum of Resistance in order to

leave a tangible sign of memory; he

realized the uselessness to create a

“traditional” museum. He was deeply

impressed by some sentences he read

in an article by Umberto Eco.

The article read that museums must

be alive and display accounts, music

and images; he had cut out the article

and always kept it in his pocket. That

was his idea of museum; I told him

that creating such installations was

exactly my job. I brought him to visit

the Museum of Studio Azzurro in

Lucca, the Baluardo of San Paolino

and an exhibition dedicated to Studio

Azzurro at Palazzo delle Esposizioni in

Rome. In that moment he recognized

that a mix between video and

interactivity could fit his idea of

museum of resistance. My

grandfather and I involved Studio

Azzurro in the project.

That was how the project of the

Museum of Resistance took place;

two historians, Francesca Perini and

Paolo Pezzino, have been involved

too; they took care of the contents

and had the idea to project interviews,

faces and witnesses on the screen.

We choose the subjects: country life,

massacres, resistance, deportation,

women. Then, we found the

witnesses and started doing the

interviews that would be projected

one next to the other. Below the faces

were the books, above which images

were projected. Above all, the way

emotions are shown is impressive �

you can make the close-up faces play

by your hand and make them tell you

history.

Annamaria Monteverdi: What’s the

story of N03?

Paolo Ranieri: N03 started up in 2003

as a video and multimedia studio; it is

made up of me, Riccardo Castaldi,

Valentina De Marchi, Elisa Mendini,

Fanny Molteni, Cinzia Rizzo, Franco

Rolla, Martina Sgalippa and Davide

Sgalippa. Orf Quarenghi is one of the

most regular contributors. N03 is an

image research centre and its main

task is to design interactive and

immersive video environments. For

example, with Genova del Saper Fare

(2004) we approached the subjects of

work and new technologies; among

others, we have realized the Martinitt

e Stelline Museum of Milan, a

multimedia route about everyday life

of children in two orphanages of the

19th century in Milan.
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Among the interactive installations,

we realized the Colombo/Colòn,

dedicated to Cristoforo Colombo for

the Complesso Monumentale di

Sant’Ignazio � Genoa State Archives �

and the interactive exhibition Rossa.

Immagine e comunicazione del lavoro

1848-2007 for the Science Centre of

Naples.

Annamaria Monteverdi: In addition to

the Fosdinovo Museum of Resistance,

what’s the interactive exhibition you

hold dearest, or you have dedicated

yourself most?

Paolo Ranieri: The exhibition I have

dedicated myself most is the Museo

della Torino in Guerra 38-48 (Museum

of Resistance). It is a historical journey

in Turin during the war � from 1938 to

1948 � say, from the racial laws to the

Constitution. The exhibition was

displayed in the basement premises

of the “Widespread” Museum and the

Historical Institute of Resistance in

Turin. It is made up of various spaces

(little rooms and niches inside a

former air-raid shelter) with specific

historical meanings.

We have left the shelter untouched.

Visitors can use headphones to hear

bombings and voices of the refugees

during air raids. The rest has been

realized interlinking some historical

subjects: Turin everyday life under the

bombings, under the fascist regime

and the German occupation and the

liberation. We used a series of town’s

places as symbols, and the concept of

the exhibition was “subway of

remembrance” � the subway lines stop

at the places we have chosen. Each of

the 5 subjects is told in a little space

by a big projection and a couple of

eye-witness accounts that converge

on an interactive table where several

documents are placed. We had a huge

heritage of documents to bring back

to life: this happens through blank

documents activated by the visitor.

Mirrors represent another nice

cinematographic element. We display

the eye-witness accounts on screens,

and before each of them we have

placed a semitransparent mirror. In

this way, visitors can “mirror” in the

eye-witnesses. The last “stop” of the

museum is a permanent display on

the Constitution, with four big mirrors

and some seats � as the visitor sits

down an actor starts acting

comments on the Constitution. We

liked realizing it and working with the

Institute for the History of the

13
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Resistance. It represents a good

example of cooperation between

artists making creative multimedia

installations and historians.

Annamaria Monteverdi: And what

about the idea of an exhibition on the

Constitution and the project Living

the Constitution, displayed from July

2nd to December 19th, 2010 at the

“Widespread” Museum of Turin,

whose successful preview has been

displayed at Palazzo Ducale in Genoa

(strongly wanted by the director Luca

Borzani)?

Paolo Ranieri: This exhibition is part of

a wider project started with the

permanent exhibition Turin 1938-1948.

From the Racial Laws to the

Constitution and completes the

previous exhibition I giovani e la

Costituzione housed at the Museum

from April 3rd to June 21st, 2009 with

the participation of many middle

school and high school students from

Piedmont. The first room represents

the result of the workshops done in

the schools of Turin with a scientific

committee made up of experts of

history, some jurists and a storyteller.

Along with teachers, they made their

lectures trying to explain what the

articles of the Constitution mean. The

photographer Iodice made group

photographs with the students. Such

photographs gave the spur to let the

students take part in the project,

playing their own accounts about the

main subjects of the Constitution. This

participation is a symbol of a

multiethnic society.

Annamaria Monteverdi: Can you tell

us something about Living the

Constitution?

Paolo Ranieri: The temporary

exhibition Diritti al Cubo � Living the

Constitution, which was hosted in

Genoa and is now back in Turin for the

permanent exhibition at the

“Widespread” Museum, is based on

the personal choice of the visitor. The

choices about the routes are

recorded. I/YOU/WE are staging

posts of the route, in order to show

the society as a system in which

everybody’s interest can coexist. The

visitors can compare their own

opinion with other people’s point of

view. Turin and Genoa are both trying

to face today’s economic and social

changes. It makes them a good

laboratory for such experimentation

done with young and adult people.
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 Annamaria Monteverdi: How does

the interactive route take place?

Paolo Ranieri:Headphones, a plug and

a RFID system are distributed. At the

beginning of the route the visitor has

to choose among 6 key words of

democracy (freedom, equality, safety,

work, vote, constitution). Such words

will define his/her route. Using the

plug, the visitor can leave a track of

himself/herself. Before the visitor

there is a glossary firmly linked to the

principles and values of democracy

but ever evolving too, just like social

needs are. In the first room 6 screens

project actors talking charmingly

about those 6 words and the

Constitution.

At the first stage of the route, visitors

make their choice individually.

Afterwards, they identify themselves

with someone else making choices for

8 “standard” people we have

previously selected and interviewed in

Genoa; they talk about themselves,

their political ideas and problems. In

this room visitors find a screen for

each “standard” person. Using the

plug with the word chosen at the

beginning, the visitor can listen to the

“standard” people talking about that

very word.

At the third interactive stage, the

visitor makes his/her choice for a

community � the “WE” stage. Then, we

download the data collected. The

screen displays the most selected

words on a real-time updating chart.

At last, visitors can listen to men and

women confidently speaking of the

inviolable rights of the human being

and principles of the Constitution

during the early years of the Republic:

voting right, equality, education,

freedom, denying war and state

violence were values highly paid by

our forefathers. Statements and

accounts far away in time

accompanied with recent reflections:

it all reminds us the value of those

laws and principles.http://www.ennezerotre.it/home.ht
ml
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Live Architecture Network. The Net As A
Design Project

Sabina Barcucci

The parametric or associative design
is based on the use of integrated

systems of CAD/CAM (Computer-

Aided Design/Computer-Aided

Manufacturing). They allow a direct

dialogue between the machine that

models and the machine that makes

the constructive elements and

assembly pieces, generating a new

process of ideation/production. The

traditional relationships between the

actors of this process change: every

project can be planned out in an

super-customized way and the

variables, which can be immersed,

enlarge exponentially.

In fact, the real innovation which the

parametric design brings, is not found

into the shapes or aesthetics which

are usually associated to it by the

commons sense. It is found into the

realignment, from time to time

recombinable, of roles, relationships,

routes and relations between human

beings and technological instruments.

An interesting and fresh declination of

the creative potential of the practices

related to parametric design is

represented by LaN – Live

Architecture Network, (Monika Wittig,

Luis E. Fraguada, Shane Salisbury,

CarloMaria Ciampoli, Aaron Willette).

It is a network made up of young

architects, mostly American and from

Western European countries, who all

met at the IaaC (Institution of

advanced architecture of Catalonia).

LaN deals with several different things

in the massive field of parametric

design: from performative

installations to 3D studies of

microscopical organisms, from a

custom-user-interface for urban

parametric models to the study of

digital models of objects able to relate

with atmospheric phenomenons,

driving them. LaN does not need an

actual physical headquarters: they

administrate global workshops on

digital design and digital fabrication in

architecture, interfacing with
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Universities and private subjects.

I had the opportunity of meeting for

the first time one of them, Luis

Fraguada, during the Design

Modelling Symposium 2009, which

took place in Berlin. Since then, I have

been following with interest their

movements and evolutions of their

very extensive network. The LaN

project holds different innovative

values: the researches they bring

forward through the workshops, are

made possible thanks to a global net

which acts to bring a set of advanced

technology to students.

The cement of this project consists in

the digital net supplied: LaN explicitly

recognizes the value of the social

funds and how much that prevails on

the technical and cultural ones. A

place like laaC, where LaN was born

and developed itself, has therefore

been interpreted not only as an

institution of advanced formation, but

as a pole of production and

attainment of global networks. The

base of every project.

The LaN project develops biologically,

the digital network is its rib. The

design process is experienced from

time to time in workshops, making it

possible to exploit every single energy

and direction that a student or

employee wishes to take. The result is

variable and has many versatile paths.

Everything contributes on building the

global LaN machine, tended towards

the parameterization of the informal

and of the invisible forces that move

the world.

Sabina Cuccibar: Tell us how the LaN –

Live Architecture Network platform

works. How was the project

conceived since his inception and

how do you see the evolution of LaN

along the time?

Luis E. Fraguada & Monika Wittig: LaN

was conceived in late 2007 by Luis E.

Fraguada, Monika Wittig, Shane

Salisbury and Mariano Aries-Diez

following our post-graduate studies in

‘Digital Architectural Production’ at

the Institute for Advanced

Architecture of Catalonia [IaaC]

directed by Marta Malé-Alemany.

Marta directed an engaging program

where a collaborative strategy played

a crucial role in the development and

execution of our work. While LaN had

a lot of ambition in the beginning, it

somehow was still holding too close

to behaving like an ‘office’. It took
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some time to develop our version of

architectural practice. This model

keeps evolving, but our aim is still to

make our projects, research, and

collaboration accessible to all who

want to engage.

 Sabina Cuccibar: One of the most

evident Lan’s feature is the strong

connection between teaching and

design.

What do you think are the majors

benefits of teaching and making

design as interrelated activities? do

you think it’s a necessary combination

in this particular historical period?

Luis E. Fraguada & Monika Wittig:

What is interesting about teaching

integrated closely with design

practice is that it really starts to break

down the roles people typically play.

There is not so much a hierarchy

anymore, but a real platform for

exchange. When we teach, we are

actually conducting design research

on one of our current agendas. When

we practice we are giving the

research the much needed

‘application’. By opening this up to

students and collaborators the

research is much richer and varied.

We feel it’s been a notion understood

for a while by the progressive

practices that one’s students today,

are their professional collaborators

tomorrow…. perhaps we are bringing

this collaborative view in one day

sooner!

We feel the model of the institution as

we have previously come to know it is

being challenged by economic and

social factors. It used to be that the

knowledge was at the institution; a

student must go there and pay in

order to receive this knowledge. The

internet has changed this entirely.

Real, verifiable knowledge is

distributed freely all over the web.

LaN envisions moving beyond

straddling between academic &

professional realms… to the extent of

fully integrating one to drive the

other. We see great strength in

institutions that are beginning to

directly take on professional research

and design agendas (namely the

model set-up at RPI – CASE –

http://www.case.rpi.edu/home.html)
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Sabina Cuccibar: How does the

research path proposed in each

workshops is conceived and which is

the relation between methodology

and concept?

Luis E. Fraguada & Monika Wittig: LaN

recognizes the power of digital

fabrication, not merely as a toolset of

a high technical caliber, but as the

driver of particular groupings of

resources–an organization of human,

economic, and material

assets–varying widely based on

project circumstances. Each

workshop is thought of as an

associative model which is formed

through the consideration of current

events, long-term research agendas,

and the local resources available on

location.

One particular brief Architectural

Response investigates the role in

associative design, fabrication, and

education in disaster situations. We

were able to set up workshops with

local collaborators in the Dominican

Republic and Puerto Rico in order to

address the manner in which

architecture can respond to disasters.

In Caracas and Rio de Janeiro we are

collaborating to develop agendas

which address informal technologies

and digital fabrication.

 Sabina Cuccibar: The demand of

digital fabrication practices and

programs seems to increase

constantly. In which part of the globe

your activity is more requested and

why?

Luis E. Fraguada & Monika Wittig: The

key word in all of this is ACCESS. This

term is relative to the economic

situation of any city or country

meaning that there are places where

the luster of laser cutters and cnc

machines is all but worn off, and other

places where this is just arriving.

When digital fabrication arrives in a

new location, there is a challenge to

go beyond the typical projects

produced in other locations. LaN finds
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themselves in this position a lot, and it

is an absolute pleasure. Confronting

people who are just trying these

things for the very first time, but have

a drive to go much farther than what

they read about.

LaN core members are globally

distributed via Europe & USA at the

moment. Certainly as much as we

value the digital realms of

collaboration, our physicality (locales

of our core members) still influences

to a significant degree where

activities are generated. That said, the

majority of our events to-date have

taken place across Europe & The USA.

However, LaN intensely values our

digital global relations that in turn are

increasingly having us travel further

for our events currently… South

America, The Carribean, Canada, the

Middle East, & Asia.

IaaC being one of the most diverse

programs we know of in terms of

students’ nationalities has surely

become a driving force, accounting

for the majority of our international

relations. This should encourage

future grad students to understand

the wider/ongoing aspects of

choosing an appropriate program for

your post-school ambitions! For LaN

the IaaC network has been

instrumental to our development as a

highly mobile & diverse practice. Via

our IaaC network we have engaged

with Turkey, Venezuela, Dominican

Republic, Mexico, Colombia, Ecuador,

Mexico City….

 Sabina Cuccibar: Each LaN project

seems to be a coordinated

collaboration among a well-structured

network of professionals: each actor

gives his specific contribution to the

whole. Considering this point into the

general frame of the digital

fabrication design process, what do

you think is the importance of

individual specialization into the

network?

Luis E. Fraguada & Monika Wittig: This

question brings up two issues,

diversity and process. In any

population (be it human, bacteria,

plants, etc) diversity guarantees

success. To pretend that we in LaN

can cover all aspects of what we want

to do would be quite far from the

truth. We go to the source. We look

for people (or people find us) who are

intimately and passionately involved

in their work. We also do not

discriminate…cell biologists, tree
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doctors, neurological scientists, every

head involved is a source.

This leads to the second issue,

process. Many of the issues we are

dealing with have no one clear path.

At times the path to a solution ends

up looking more like the root

structure of a tree than a line from

point A to point B because there are

simply so many ways to go about it.

This richness in process is something

that simply could not be sustained

without the input of diverse

individuals. We seek out these people

because without them we would not

be satisfied with our own

investigation. At times they also find

us for similar reasons.

Sabina Cuccibar:Given the wide range

of design fields that Lan approaches,

would you like to talk about a project

particularly important for you.

Luis E. Fraguada & Monika Wittig: For

LaN, one of the projects that

continues to resonate through a lot of

our work is project Wind[ow] Seat for

the Denver International Airport. The

project happened very early on in LaN,

and it was not directly tied to a

workshop or a mode of teaching, but

we feel that many aspects of the

project went on to inform the way

LaN practices. This project was the

result of a competition held in Denver

for an art installation in a space about

7km outside of the International

Airport. The expansive site at first

glance was quite banal. However,

standing on site, the experience was

anything but stagnant! An incredible

amount of wind passes through the

very flat, barren site.

Colorado has some of the highest

activity wind corridors in America in

addition to amazing national

government-sponsored research

facilities from which we were able to

access precise wind data. This data

allowed us to understand the effects

of wind on the site through digital

simulations. Wind became the

primary medium for the project, not

just as an analogy, but something to

drive design decisions. In the end, the

design consisted of very simple strips

of fabric distributed along the site in

order to render the amazing forces

which can be found there found there.

Even though we won the commission,

dissapointly, the project was lost in

the public art process and therefore

never realized. Still the impact of
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parameterizing invisible forces has

continued on with LaN– carrying over

in several projects including a

graduate studio LaN directed at

Montana State University where wind

data drove the generation of snow

drifts controlled by an architectural

construct.

http://www.livearchitecture.net/

http://www.iaac.net

http://www.design-modelling-sympo

sium.de
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Landscape And Interaction. Matteo Pennese,
The Sound Within Space

Simone Broglia

Systems of interaction between

acoustic and electronic music are the

base on which the Twentieth

century’s musical performance

developed and grew. It is possible to

find live electronic, namely

performative, tracks, since the very

beginning of experimental-

contemporary music. In some cases

even some of the very early works of

electronic music, as Maderna’s Musica
su due dimensioni (Music on two
dimensions, 1958), are filed among the

so-called live-electronic

compositions, marking by using this

term the performance aspect that

used to conciliate the writing for an

acoustic instrument with the

magnetic tape during the  live

execution.

However, the actual turning-point

happened when systems of real-time

control where introduced by the

Freiburg bureau and through the

invention of computers or calculators,

the first ones to be capable of

managing instruments’ acoustic

emissions and the electronic

processing, thank to the fact that the

time of analysis and possibility of

intervention coincides with the time

for sampling, this latter being

necessary to structure the speakers’

location in the room.

The evolution of the performance

phase increasingly led towards a

research on sound and on the

continuity between real and virtual,

moving away from the aesthetics of

pure sounds of the oscillators and

from sounds/noises recorded in

already hyper-characterized

environments. The attention paid to

the contextual aspect of

performances, where sound can

develop within space and generate

experiences and emotions, became

the key to attempt tackling an

aesthetic discourse which would had

conceived the relationship between

composer, audience and location

something, each time, in a process of
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definition.

We tried to dig deeper in this

interweave of relations between

composition, sound landscape,

environmental sounds, photosouds

and emotional relations of listening

with Matteo Pennese, composer and

performer focused on developing

systems for live-electronic, especially

with Max Msp, and most of all on new

ways of interacting with the

environment through new hardware

and software devices, such as

Arduino.

Simone Broglia: I would like to begin

this interview asking you what you

mean by sound landscape…

Matteo Pennese: Listening to sounds

means to experience the environment

they ‘inhabit’. And the emotional

quality of that has extraordinary

emotional repercussions on the act of

listening, in the actual sense of

drawing outside of the ‘ordinary’. But I

also believe that the matter is not

merely about listening to “the world’s

soundgraph”, quoting a good

definition from Shafer. A place’s very

architecture entails emotional falloffs,

either if they might be somehow

marked by the defined role of the

performative space (think about

classical concert halls), or  if they

might concretize in environments for

listening completely defined by

chance.

Sound does therefore change, since

the refraction/reverberation cavities

differ, but also because the listener

himself is not immune to the

influences caused by the location, not

only because of the architecture but

also because of its destination of use,

evoked by the space itself. Being

more clear, it is hard to spot someone

silently wandering around a classical

concert hall while listening to the

musical execution.

Such attitude, responding to the

unwritten rules the location defines, is

a behavior that is commonly

deprecated and muted, rather than

being tolerated. As well as it seems

equally hard not to think that the act

of listening, operated inside a small

dark room, would,t be characterized

not only by the dry reverberation but

also by the experience of being closed

inside a claustrophobically

environment.

This to explain that our auditive

strolling is led and solicited by a sum
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of conditions of social, psychological,

phenomenal possibilities the

environment defines. Such

entanglement represents, for me, the

“sound landscape”. Gernot Böhme

‘aesthetics of atmospheres’ represent

efficaciously such sound-dust

inhabiting the corners. We negotiate

we the environment that surrounds

us, thus the experience of listening

becomes the same modification of

the space experienced by the body.

The body, in its absolute and

nietzschesque definition of ‘Leib’,

prevails over consciousness. As

pointed out by Böhme ‘ music forms

and informs the listener’s perception

of self within a space’; it directly

involves his corporal economy’.

Simone Broglia:The elements that

constitute the sound landscape and

characterize it emerge clearly from

the text and from the research

concerning Shafer’s book : tonics,

sound signals, sound prints. Do these

three elements suffice to trace the

main lines of a sound landscape in

your opinion?

Matteo Pennese: Paraphrasing the

answer I gave to the previous

question, I would say no, the do not

suffice. It seems to me that a sort of

laboratory neutrality transpires,

leaving aside what regards more

specifically Shafer’s text: the

theoretical pendulum oscillates

between the sounds of the world that

surround us and we passively perceive

and between their symbolic

interpretations. The main point relies,

however, in my opinion, in what is

between these two extremes of the

oscillation: how our body is changed

by the sound and how we are

surprised. The process is consequently

inverted: it’s the changed body that

defines the landscape, it is a

consequence of it, and is not

presupposed by the change itself.

Simone Broglia:Is there a mode of

interaction of the surroundings,

beyond the acoustic, given by sound?

Matteo Pennese:Absolutely, and it is

not necessarily explicit. Going back

again to Böhme, the acoustic

atmospheres, and hence the

experience of the event of sound

itself, are situated in liminal and

ambiguous territories, that lie

between human sensibility and

qualities do the surroundings. Active

listening should create new

perceptions which are confusing for
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our being in its totality

Simone Broglia: What do you think

about the theories regarding photo-

music and photo-sounds by Riccardo

Piacentini?

Matteo Pennese: It undoubtedly

comes from instances which are

present in our times and towards

which composers definitely must

have some sort of opinion. I wouldn’t

be able to say much more to this, a

part from listening to their creations

and give my personal opinion.

Theories, when I feel that these are

coordinated upon a system of

concrete elaboration, interest me

always less. And the curiosity of

listening the outcome increases, and

this outcome is the only thing that

musicians have to prove to be able to

give. How one gets there doesn’t

matter, in the end. If I may, I dare say

that the risk is that environmental

sounds (which are the initial starting

point of the photo-composer) are

treated with too much indulgence..

Simone Broglia: Do you know

anything about what happened with

the World Soundscape Project?

Matteo Pennese: That project (indeed

founded by Shafer) consequences’s

range is so wide that reaches us, thus

testifying the worth of its intuitions.

However, I was never personally really

touched by the substance of such

project;  It has always given me the

feelling that all contents were like

wrapped in an aura of subjectivity

which wasn’t adequate to the

autocratic tone used to expose them.

I think the time is gone.

Simone Broglia: Which possibilities

can  instruments capable of creating

virtual sound landscape disclose and

what sort of relation does arise from

the relationship between the virtual

and the ‘reality’ aspects within a

piece?

Matteo Pennese: The issue about

virtuality/reality never interested me

at all when – I point out – applied to

music. I do totally agree with

Jankélévitch  when he states that

“Music will have earned its own

specific meaning and even its

metaphysics, only at the end of

games, since  whilst they’re still

happening you can never describe

their actual aims incontrovertibly. […]

The meaning of music only allows to

be defined retrospectively: music

means something only in the future
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tense!” (la musica e l’ineffabile).

So, the landscape hypnotized before

music’s intervention are totally

virtual… and it doesn’t matter much 

wether sounds come out of

instruments or loudspeakers, at the

point that the latter have now the

right to be considered instruments on

the same level of the traditional ones.

The in-lab built sound, created

through sound synthesis techniques

and that doesn’t exist in nature, is

actually very real to the listener. This

is, as a point of fact, what interests a

musician: the concrete sound matter’s

expression, whichever its nature is.

So for me a sound landscape is

concreted moment by moment by the

body transformed by the experience

of listening, as I said. We’re not talking

about a context we consciously enter

being completely aware of its

characteristics.

Then, if on the top of that the

musician is also actively responsible

for the location’s architecture, which

defines a determined refraction and

embodies or excludes all of some

‘parasitic’ noises belonging to that

particular location, well, that goes by

itself, but I would not, personally,

assign the definition of ‘soundscape’

to that. Simple data, that’s what it is,

to be kept in consideration whilst

building one’s own music

compositions. This does obviously not

exclude that such ‘data’ might

assume, within some compositions, a

consistent structural weight.

Simone Broglia: A number of your

works is based on sensors. I

remember, for instance, The sad sink
at Elektronica 2008. Would you ike to

talk about that project?

Matteo Pennese: It was inspired by

the an exhibition I saw in Basel,

presenting works of the american

visual artist Robert Gober ( the series

of ‘sinks’ represents some of his most

famous works). It was striking. The

title The sad sink comes directly from

one of his sculptures and I thought it

was so beautiful and evocative, as it is

this quote by Gober himself: […] What

do you do when you stand in front of

a sink? You clean yourself. I seemed to

be obsessed with making objects that

embodied that broken promise. [...]

(Robert Gober).

That altogether fueled the conception

of a show where I could had been
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integrating a prop which would have

functioned both as a quasi-totemic

object and a sort of imaginary centre

around which the other elements

orbited (music, video and poetry – a

series of recorded haiku by Matsuo

Matsu Basho and Jack Kerouak that

beated the distinction between

sections).

Also, I was beginning to work on

microprocessor Arduino, therefore I

considered that as the right occasion

for experimenting on stage. Sculptor

Antonella Bersani created a beautiful

work made out basiclly of porcelain -

The large glass with porcelains, or the
bride stripped bared by her bachelors,

also – inside which the Arduino, with

its position sensors was put.

During the show – which was hence

very much characterized by a visual

component both for the presence of

the sculpture that during the

projection of short videos – there

were interludes in which one of the

musicians ( me and Walter Prati and

Xabier Iriondo) would stood up and

stroll around the sculpture. With such

movement a sensor activated some

fragments of old tape recordings of

Ferdinand Céline  singing songs. That

act was raised from the silence, since

in those moments everything stopped

and the sculpture emerged in its

solitude, crossed by a shadow.

Simone Broglia:You use Arduino:

could you tell us why the use of this

tool became so important? Meaning,

is there an ideal adhesion to open
source or is it mainly used because of

the option of having a modifiable

code, adaptable to any kind of work?

Matteo Pennese: For those who have

the passion, curiosity and natural

tendency to experiment the so-called

physical computing, Arduino

represents one of the best existing

platforms. It has very little cost, a vast

community and moreover it is an

open source project. Basically anyone

is allowed to download the electric

circuits and build his own

microprocessor. The programming

area is rather user friendly, it is a

multi-platform and allows to interface

the microprocessor with the main

softwares used for artistic

performances, either commercial or

free projects.

However there isn’t by my side an

ideological adhesion to a free
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software/hardware world. I surely

glance at with favor and interest, but

in the end my task is to create art and

the mean that secures a fair

compromise between ductility, costs

and effectiveness can be a free

project as well as one deriving from a

commercial environment.  These

latter often have a well-structured

documentation, a technical support

that is effective and a user interface

that fixes quite a number of

optimization problems, especially

when applied for live performances.

For those reasons I prefer to use, for

instance, MaxMsp, a commercialized

software, rather tham its free step-

brother PureData. At an equal level of

efficiency, I prefer choosing the mean

that passes from a shorter route to

achieve the same result.

Simone Broglia: What is entailed, on

the level of perception, by the

multilayered, somewhat

cynesthetical, involvement of the

spectator?

Matteo Pennese: I don’t believe there

is a substantial consequence. Layers

are ambiguous, diversely multiple,

actionable independently from the

number of the means involved.

Getting back to the aesthetic of

atmospheres I’d say: ‘experiencing’

has subliminal, blurred outlines, as we

said before. Switching from one to

another one of a different type can

nevertheless have shocking

consequences for our consciousness.

I do not pursue the aim to outline a

perceptional journey for the

hypothetical listener/spectator. What

I do actually believe is that the real

dare for art is to recreate passages for

the absolute zero; give back to

experience the  ability to operate an

ecstatic hold. There is still space for

what Canetti used to call ” love for the

inner metamorphosis, for the

unceasing becoming of the most

diverse passions, [which] will allow us

to then finally listen to world’s

multiplicity?”. That’s still an open

question, as far as I am concerned.

Simone Broglia: Have you ever begun

developing a composition starting

from the emotional peculiarities

arisen by being in that particular

soundscape?

Matteo Pennese: I do instinctively

answer no, although I’m aware of the

fact that shreds of things I might

listen to, surely do have some sort of
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influence in activating the growth in

me of musical imaginations. However,

the very first step is the one I always

find myself doing into an ‘aseptic’

situation, if you want; free from

already auditory concreted influences.

Two souls cohabit inside me, both

requiring attention. On one side the

immediacy, the amazement caused

by the execution itself, by the sound

growing within and from your body.

On the other, the discipline of the

phase of writing, that requires and

develops the analysis of applied or

potentially applicable operating

procedures.

Simone Broglia: In your EP titled

Eisverhau you develop a strong

continuity between the electronic

sound and the acoustic one through a

trumpet and a bandeon. If this has an

aim, it would be to rediscover and

investigate an actual continuity in

sound, or to highlight the encounter

between these distant worlds?

Matteo Pennese:There is no aim; it’s

about building a sound mechanism

which the two souls I just mentioned

well represent. There is no

interruption between ‘natural’ and

electronic sound, for me. These two

natures contaminate each other

bindingly.

For me, working on live-electronic,

identifies with the process of building

from scratch proper of sound

processing techniques, of

performance environment and the

interfacing with the performer, that

being me. Therefore, there is an initial 

work of analysis and research, which

might seem tedious at first, as the

sight of an algorithm could be. But

then all this is introduced in the living

stream of the execution and

consequently activated by the bare,

unsettled blow of the performance

act. Building communicating vessels

for this short circuit is anything but

easy.

Simone Broglia:This matching through

live electronics is enacted again in one

of your recent compositions:

Decisamente drappi bianchi made for

Demetrio Stratos. How did you

developed this piece?

Matteo Pennese: There was first of all

one rule to obey to. It was necessary

to use some sound fragments of

Demetrio Stratos compositions, even

though then the acoustic intervention

on them could be operated totally
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arbitrarily. I have rather chosen to

maintain their identity  by immersing

them into ‘noisy’ grain electronic flux,

in the sense that  the sound sources

were noise-generators then variously

processed. Following this direction I

took advantage of all the emotional

power of Demetrio Stratos’ voice,

without almost even intervening on it.

To this we added the cornet part I

play and process as well through the

computer. The peculiarity consists in

the choice to completely hinder to the

listener the natural sound of an

instrument. Which sound, therefore,

not being representing a

differentiated level from the

underlying electronic, as often

happens instead, in these kind of

cases where the acoustic instrument

gains a sort of gravitational role.

This mean thus acted as a hidden

sound-source, the audible outcome of

which consisted in its processing and

not in its source. To endorse that

choice, I had applied a sound damper

on the instrument, that made the

sound of the brass very feeble and in

reality almost impossible to be heard

by the public. That caused a rather

peculiar distancing effect.

All the typical movements

characterizing the execution could be

observed: the usual positioning of the

instrument, movement of the piston,

the swelling on the neck during the

inflation. But the musical outcome, as

a familiar entity in its well-defined

tone identity, was completely absent.

Basically, the cornet was silent, even

though it actually was not. That

recalled me a quote from Samuel

Beckett’s Molloy I really love: “ To

restore silence is the role of objects”.

http://www.matteopennese.com/
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Brandon Labelle. Where Do Sounds Come From
And Where Do They Go?

Elena Biserna

Where do sounds come from and

where do they go? From this

fundamental and central question, the

different trajectories that make up

Acoustic Territories. Sound Culture
and Everyday Life, the new book by

Brandon LaBelle – artist, theorist and

editor, branch out. Through a

particularly coherent research, the

author has constantly devoted himself

to the exploration of sound and audio

culture from multiple points of view

and different levels, giving birth to a

large body of work, tests and projects.

His first book, Background Noise.
Perspectives on Sound Art (1), is

undoubtedly one of the most

successful – and theoretically

important – attempts to analyze the

use of sound in contemporary art

practice. Instead, in Acoustic

Territories, LaBelle seems detached

from the purely aesthetic field to

analyze contemporary culture through

an auditory paradigm, virtuosly

crossing aspects of town planning,

popular culture and sound studies.

The book is articulated by some

“places” that determine the score in

chapters. From the underground

universe of the subway to the sky,

passing through the house, the

sidewalk, the street and the

supermarket, LaBelle investigates the

auditory dimension of the

contemporary metropolis in order to

give back the complex sound

topography, considering the dynamics

between public space and private

space.

Between social exposure and

individual privacy, individuals and

communities, environments and the

people that inhabit them, LaBelle

outlines how, in these dynamics, the

sound launches a process of

redefinition on multiple levels

involving both the private and

collective identity construction, as

well as space: “sound reroutes the

making of identity by creating a
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greater and more beautiful weave

between self and surrounding” (2).

Similarly, the artistic practice of

Brandon LaBelle is not limited to the

use of sound as an expressive medium

but instead, it questions the nature of

sound as a relational, social and

linguistic process. Sound is not

investigated as a pure perceptual

phenomenon, but inserted into

processes of meaning or through

direct intervention in the sphere of

everyday, crossing time to time issues

related to language, architecture,

memory, translation, interpretation,

and the legacy of musical

experimentation of the 20th Century.

Among his more recent works,

Proposal To The Mayor II (2009) is a

nomadic museum, an exhibition of

frequencies that brings together the

work of experimental music artists

from the ’50s until today, thought to

be taken around the city. Room Tone
(2009) is a collaborative project

realized involving six architects: the

artist has recorded the sound of his

apartment in Berlin documenting the

acoustic reflection of the

environment, the size and the

materials. He then asked to architects

to use recordings as a basis for

building models of the apartment

itself, investigating the possibilities of

interpretation and translation of

auditory data into the space building

process.

Public Jukebox (2006), on the other

hand, implements a process of

individual infiltration into the library’s

knowledge system of organization:

“Libraries function as spaces of

knowledge, structuring history and

culture through the organization of

published materials, from books to

CDs, from records to archives [...] and

thereby dramatically shaping the

circulation of information, data,

records through social and cultural

spaces “(3). Asking regular users of the

Robert Desnons’ library in Paris to

select their favorite CDs from the

catalog, pointing out their memories

and stories on the covers of records

and sending out the songs selected by

the library’s staff, the project creates a

short circuit between institutions,

private memories and personal views.

Brandon LaBelle presented Acoustic
Territories in Italy last June 4th at the

O’artoteca in Milan, while on June 7th

he gave a talk in Piacenza at

Progettazione Urbana e Spazi Sonori –
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conference sponsored by the

Osservatorio Public Art of Milan

Poltecnico  by Ricciarda Belgiojoso

and Valeria Merlini (who’s also

member of Digicult Network). While

waiting to see him again in Italy – this

November he’ll be organizing a

workshop for young artists and

musicians at Raum, the Xing’s space in

Bologna, inside of déja.vu, a project

curated by Aritmia, that has been

involving international artists from the

past three years (the call for

participation is already online) – we

took the opportunity to interview him.

Elena Biserna: I would start from the

book because I think that this will give

us a way to speak of your artistic

research as well. It seems to me that

Acoustic Territories carries on some of

the concerns that have gone through

all your previous work: it traces a

cartography of sound and auditory

experience in everyday life putting

sound in the broader dynamic of

political and social interactions. Within

this context, sound comes into play as

one of the means of social

transformation and interplay.

The relational and social character of

sound is also one of the most

interesting theoretical points of your

previous book (Background Noise),

and of many of your works such as,

among others, Phantom Radio or

Public Jukebox, which are driven by a

quest for social interaction and

participatory practices�

Brandon LaBelle: Working with sound,

as a material, as a subject, has

certainly changed my practice as an

artist. Having started mainly in

painting and sculpture, I was always

curious to look more towards what

surrounds the art object, how it

relates specifically to the viewer, and

how it participates in the making of a

cultural moment. Once I started

working with sound all these issues

become more pronounced, and I must

say, I finally felt more fulfilled in my

practice. Sound allowed me, or

opened up a platform for making

work that could more directly query

the conditions of a given space, of a

given time, while connecting to forms

of social performance, of cultural

identity, of people’s experiences, that

is, an entire relational network.

Elena Biserna: Another aspect at the

base of your artistic research � which

has a central role in this book as well �
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is the link between context and

sound, the contextual nature of sound

events and auditory experiences. Can

you talk about this issue and how it

manifests itself in your artistic

practice?

Brandon LaBelle: I always feel

particularly drawn to how sound

conditions our sense of place, and

how it participates in relational

exchanges, in our daily experiences.

Sound is so immediate and direct, as

well as being collective and shared.

The ways in which sound brings us

into the present is for me a very

dynamic condition, and listening to

sound in this way has definitely led

me to particular projects and a way of

working that is contextually oriented,

and sensitive to being in a certain

place at a certain time.

Making sound becomes immediately

also about constructing sorts of

“staging”, so it also becomes about

the place of sound, the architecture,

the social narrative of the event. I’m

very interested in how sound

connects us to other people, how it

makes links or how it moves from one

body to the next.

Elena Biserna: �and all this is reflected

in parallel in your artistic practice and

writings. At the beginning of Acoustic
Territories you write: “Much of my

work as a writer and researcher is

inextricably tied to my practice as an

artist”. In fact, you seem to move very

freely between theory and practice:

you are artist, theorist, publisher and

teacher. What is the relationship

between theory and practice in your

work? Do you deal more often with

issues initially arisen from theory in

your work as an artist, or � on the

contrary � is your theoretical work the

result of a need to address questions

emerging from your artistic activity?

Or, instead, the two levels are

perfectly in parallel?

Brandon LaBelle: I think in many ways

I have been extremely influenced by

sound itself, sound as something that

also makes no distinction between

the cultural and the informal, between

you and me, between what is inside

and what is outside: sound is a rather
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non-hierarchical, anarchic and

ambiguous material or event. And I

feel drawn to it for these reasons, that

it breaks these seeming boundaries

while also creating or revealing new

connections; sound is that which

introduces us to the other, as a

continual project.

In this way, I also feel very much that

there is in fact little difference

between theory and practice (maybe I

fail to fully understand how they are

somehow separate?) � in this way, I

feel close to Hélène Cixous, and her

work, which is such a refreshing and

suggestive blend of the poetic and

the political. For myself, the activities

of writing, of researching, of

theorizing particular viewpoints is

really not so far from making creative

projects, or developing material

objects or installations. I feel they are

both about the imagination, about

creating situations in relation to an

audience, about investigating where

we are and where we have come

from, and about creating critical

encounters.

Elena Biserna: And you are not the

only one: in the field of so-called

“sound art”, most of the historical or

theoretical researches which have

been recently published are written

by artists or artist-theorists, rather

than by art theorists and

historians(think of Sound Art di Alan

Licht (5), for example, or recently In

the Blink of an Ear di Seth Kim-Cohen

(6)and Listening To the Sound and
Noise di Salomè Voegelin (7)). What

reasons do you think are behind this

so-called “anomaly”?

Brandon LaBelle: That is an interesting

observation. I wonder if it has

something to do with the fact that

sound art has a very limited

established discursive foundation, and

that maybe those working artistically

with sound have a deeper sense of

what is at stake in the practice of

those also working in the field, and its

various historical referents, more so

than others who are more

academically involved. Artists in a

sense may have greater insight at this

point into this rather contemporary

practice.

Elena Biserna: Coming back to

Acoustic Territories, you use some

sound figures as a filter in order to

analyze the different acoustic

territories of the urban environment:

echo, vibration, rhythm, feedback and
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so on. Could you talk about these

figures and about their relationship

between these real and imaginary

places?

Brandon LaBelle: These sound figures

in a way function to open up my

listening, and my writing, to engage a

greater perspective: to give my

analysis a specific vocabulary through

which I may also discover in more

detail how sounds are occuring within

a particular site, or geography. It is my

feeling that these sound figures

function as micro-epistemologies,

each giving way to specific

perspectives onto the world, whether

in the differentiating break of the

echo or the challenges found at the

heart of silence: the use of this sonic

vocabulary definitely influences and

infects my writing with something

closer to sound.

This I found very productive in writing

Acoustic Territories: that in

recognizing for instance the

underground as both a physical and

imaginary place that often gains its

energy or suggestiveness from

experiences of echo really opened my

examination: to in a sense bring my

writing more into a place of listening,

while retaining a deep sense for

cultural analysis. The echo then

immediately also becomes about acts

of transgression, of doubling, of a sort

of collective unconscious image

related to voices in the dark often

found in the underground, in the

subterranean and in organizations of

resistance.

Elena Biserna:You mentioned silence�

it seems to me that one of the most

interesting turnover that you propose

is related just to the interplay

between silence and noise, an issue at

the core of the numerous debates

about noise pollution politics: on one

hand, you interpret noise in a positive

way, as a means to establish a contact

with the other (in a social acceptation)

(8); on the other hand, you underline

how silence is also linked to instances

of control and coercion�

Brandon LaBelle: It has been

important to problematize certain

assumptions around silence and

noise, to try and unpack a more

dynamic complexity to these

concepts, and to try and suspend our

pre-conceived understandings of

these. Silence and noise act as sorts of

“book ends” to understandings of

sound, operating as strong reference

points for talking through our

experiences of sound, and so I felt it

necessary to challenge the notion that

noise is always negative, and that

silence also somehow deepens our

listening.

By suggesting alternative views on

these notions � that noise is a

productive social force and that

silence is often also about control � is a
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definite attempt to push our

relationship to listening, and how it

may operate to generate future

understandings of community.

Elena Biserna: Telegraph and

telephone first, then mobiles and

iPods, seem to have changed the way

we perceive and manage acoustic

space. It would seem natural to

interpret these dynamics in terms of a

progressive “privatization” of auditory

space (following Jonathan Sterne, for

example – (9)). Your book, instead,

suggests a rather different � and

interesting � perspective. How, in your

opinion, personal audio technologies

have influenced and are influencing

the relationships between auditory

space, public space and private

space? And how these dynamics enter

into your work?

Brandon LaBelle: I definitely take

personal audio technologies as a

dynamic way in which much of

contemporary culture experiences

music today. How things like mobile

phones and iPods have become

dramatic appendages to our bodies,

to the ways in which we receive

information, how we carry along our

own mobile connecting device. This

for me is not only about the

privatizing of experience, but also,

and importantly, about generating

new ways of listening and also

sharing: the iPod for instance is also a

new collective feature through which

new forms of audience are being

created, as well as acting to turn the

consumption of music into a creative

action that circulates well beyond the

individual body.

Elena Biserna: Radio instead � an

apparently older technology � seems

to be one of your favorite areas of

research: you have curated a series of

events called Social Music for
Kunstradio, you have realized

Phantom Radio, a collective archive of

memories linked to listening to the

radio, and you edited Radio

Territories, a volume released by your

publishing house, Errant Bodies Press,

that examines the role of radio from

an aesthetic but also historical and

cultural perspective. Would you like to

talk about these projects and about

the reasons at the base of your

interest in radio?

Brandon LaBelle: Radio remains a

highly interesting theme, and cultural

practice. I always find that radio can

be appreciated as contouring sound
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with a heightened sense of drama: it

comes to territorialize the

phenomenon of sound as a material

around us. It sculpts sound with

particular messages, with medial

energy, with ideological intensity. It

takes the body and reshapes it,

throwing the voice and unfolding the

unconscious. Radio is a kind of public

space made up entirely of strangers: it

is a social environment that is also

intimately tied to fantasies of

otherness, of contamination, and of

alternative organization � how radio

can also operate undercover, secretly,

as covert transmission.

I’m always amazed at radio as a

special form of background especially,

and the Phantom Radio project for

instance explores this theme: the

project is a collection of radio

memories from all sorts of people,

and exists as a written archive. The

memories speak about important

events in which particular songs are

deeply connected, yet songs that

mainly come from the background,

from a source of broadcast that

comes to occupy or condition the

given moment. The archive starts to

suggest that background music is

extremely generative, shaping

poignant moments in life through its

ability to emotionally charge the

environment. Radio may in the end be

a conductor of emotional life, a map

of an emotional geography.

Elena Biserna: In Acoustic Territories
sound is considered not only as a

crucial phenomenon in the everyday

experience of the world, but also,

interestingly, as an epistemological

tool. Would you like to explain why

you think that auditory knowledge

could be a useful interpretative model

and paradigm of the contemporary

condition?

Brandon LaBelle: I’ve always been

touched by sound as a connective and

temporal movement, a sort of

intensity that immerses us within the

environment, delivers us into a form

of sharing that is also full of tension

and negotiation, something that is

extremely intimate � how it comes

into the body � while also being deeply

public � how sound also leaves me

behind as an individual, it moves past

me as well, to be overheard here and

there. Such behavior, or condition, for

me starts to resonate with how the

contemporary situation is unfolding:

the intensities of temporality, of being
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in the now, while also drawing upon

so many channels of mediation,

electronic sharing, that allows forms

of both personal and collective

expression, these aspects indicative of

today’s cultural and social

environment start to echo how sound

functions.

We can definitely see this within

developments in the arts, that move

from questions of representation, of

semiotics, of identity politics, which in

the 80s and 90s were very much

occurring on the level of “readability” �

to challenge or perform the codes by

which identity is mounted and made

legible; in contrast, today you find a

deeply radical sense for “experience”,

for collective work, for affect and also

meaningful togetherness, which has

led to a deeper sense for notions of

“publicness”. These movements, of

networking with others, of opening an

elaborated space for involvement, to

engage “the other”, might be best

appreciated, as well as examined and

theorized, according to an “auditory”

perspective or paradigm: that

auditory thinking can lend to

engaging with these contemporary

forms.

Elena Biserna: �maybe this is the

reason of the fact that the emerging

landscape of Sound Studies is
becoming increasingly important (at

the point that I don’t even know if it is

still appropriate to call it “emerging”). I

think that we can see a further

“acceleration” in the last years: for

example, the publishing house

Continuum within a few months has

published three books that may fit

into this macro-category. Where

would you put the roots of this

interest? What do you think could be

the reasons behind the (re)discovery

of the auditory paradigm? What are

the prospects?

Brandon LaBelle: I think this can be

understood again as something very

tied to our contemporary experiences,

that the legacies of discourse related

to sociology, cultural and media

studies, of art theory have opened up

to a deeper sense for shifting the lines

between high and low culture, to

undo much of modernism’s colonial

base by considering and appreciating

hybridity, masquerade, otherness, and

by underscoring everyday life, the

terrain of global urban experience, as

complex and signaling a new sense of

political subjectivity based more on

temporary action, open source media,

micro-discourse.

Sound Studies for me is embedded

within this larger sweep, and may be

accelerating as you point out

especially because our sensory

relations to the world are increasingly

itinerant, supple and full of social and

complex energy, where

“representation” is no longer only

about markings and signs, but also
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about voice and dialogue. Network

culture, the deep flows of immaterial

and virtual life, demand more

imaginative forms of understanding

and engagement that Sound Studies

may also come to supply.

Elena Biserna: Coming back to you:

you will be back in Italy in November

in the context of déjà-vu � a project

based in Bologna that involves two

artists every year asking them to

conceive and conduct a workshop for

young artists and students. The

workshop formula seems to be

particularly related to your artistic

practice… Maybe it’s a bit early, but

can you tell us more about this project

and about the issues in which you will

involve the participants?

Brandon LaBelle: I’m only now starting

to think through how to approach the

project: how to find a point of contact

with the city, and with people there.

One thing I’ve been starting to work

with is this process of distributing

objects in a particular city or situation,

and allowing them to be carried

along, to be incorporated into the life

of the place, to take on a character

that also starts to collect

modifications from others, that is

incorporated into different functions

or cultures of the city. What might

happen if you made a sound and

distributed this as the starting point

for a larger and more collective form

of exchange that would also

modulate, transform and reposition

that sound�.

Notes:

(1) Brandon LaBelle, Background
Noise. Perspectives on Sound Art,

Continuum, London-New York, 2006.

(2) Brandon LaBelle, Acoustic
Territories. Sound Culture and
Everyday Life, Continuum, London-

New York, 2010, p. XXI.

(3) Brandon LaBelle,

http://www.brandonlabelle.net/publi

c_jukebox.html.

(4) Brandon LaBelle, Acoustic
Territories. Sound Culture and
Everyday Life, cit., p. X.

(5) Alan Licht, Sound Art. Beyond
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, cit.,
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The Silences Of Biosphere. Neo Baroque And
Aware Intimacy

Pasquale Napolitano

Geir Jenssen, also known as

Biosphere, is one of the most

important figures in the field of

contemporary electronic composition.

Norwegian origins, from Tromsø, a

town immersed in icy silence, 500

miles away from the Arctic Circle.

Atypical personality, friendly and

quiet, he always prefers to

communicate through sound, like the

sound of his records, of the many

installations he designed in the last

years, even of the performances.

Thisnom de plum was born twenty

years ago from fascination to the

Biosphere 2 Space Station Project, a

gigantic glass dome in the Arizona

desert within which whole families

have lived for years, to test the

possibility of building a self sufficient

and alternative ecosystem to the

terrestrial one, in the outer space.

Therefore Biosphere was dedicated to

build an arctic sound universe,

characterized by the combination of

the manipulation of concrete

materials, dancefloor rhythms and a

kind of cold ambient (Substrate, 1990,

is the work that resumes this last

aspect).

In the recent work Dropsonde (2006),

Biosphere offers sidereal techno and
ambient atmospheres, pulsating

frequencies and wrapping basses .

The same atmosphere of Patashnik,

1994 record and Jenssen’s second

work, probably his most successful

one. The distressing and rarefied

environment, the suffocating basses

and that cold and concrete sound

which makes Biosphere’s work so

recognizable, expresses at its best in

this work. More generally, the

landscape intent of these sound

compositions is never completely

concealed behind the electronics:

landscapes covered in snow, mutating

ices, wind, and mist, the breath of the

world, those that are the most silent

sounds of the Earth pulse, found in

Jensenn’s work a lucid sound

transcoding.
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Furthermore, in Patashnik, as well as

in the previous Microgravity, the

space dedicated to rhythmics (almost

absent in most organic work like

Substrata) is still very large. The disc is

in fact, as his entire first production, is

closer to the territory of minimal-

techno rather than narrowly ambient,

creating a sort of Ambient Techno. A
speeh device oxymoron, able to

define this autarchic, unique and

expressive figure.

It was right during the presentation of

a dance and sound performance, that

we met him surrounded by other

silences, the woods and the deep

valleys of S. Angelo dei Lombardi in

Irpinia. There, he was commissioned

by the Sentieri Barocchi project

(focused on the electronic way

revisitation of the baroque aesthetics,

with important artists such as Murcof

and Philip Jack), to re-intepret the

work of a leading exponent of

Baroque music as Claudio Monteverdi.

Together with the Norwegian dance

company called Bjornsgaard Prosjekt,

the artist offers a very personal

version, of great attention and

impressive sound deepness, of the

Poppea coronation, the 1642

Cremonese musician masterpiece.

During the breaks from his silences,

Geir Jenssen distils thoughts that are

everything but banal…

Pasquale Napoliano: Let’s start from

the present: since you got involved

with the category of baroque, what

do you think are the affinities

between your production, your

sensitivity and this stormy culture?

Biosphere: The love of Monteverdi, a

pure great experimenter.

Pasquale Napoliano:More in general,

without having to disturb Deleuze,

Leibniz’s interpreter, among the

identificative categories of the

Baroque aesthetics you have

fragments, the fold, the ruin. Beyond

the single case, don’t you believe that

there is a deep connection between

Baroque and electronic aesthetics on

this behalf?

Biosphere: Absolutely, I work a lot on

the fragment. Even when I am in the

studio, I think it is the unit of language

which then develops the rest. Even in

the approach to Monteverdi, I worked

on the fragment, I would say even on

the fragmented nature of the creative

process: I worked on sound tissue
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sampling and processing an

enormous amount of material taken

from all releases, on vinyl and tape, of

“Poppea” that I found on e-bay and

other e-commerce sites, and that I

bought from consumers around the

world, especially Italian. These old

records, many of them damaged by

time, have provided sound materials

of great interest, such as glitch,

skratch, krakle, on which I built the

weaving of sound performance.

Pasquale Napoliano: For this

performance you don’t use neither the

laptop, nor any other type of digital

equipment. Is this just a functional

decision or is this a sharp expressive

decision?

Biosphere: I would say that is partly

both. Given the complexity of the set,

most of the sounds are run by the

sound engineer, while I’m handling

them live via analog sequencer and

sinth. There were really too many

sounds for me to manage them

through a computer screen. But, more

generally, I’m really sick of screens

and mouse. I think it’s overly

schematic approach, and for this

reason I am trying in all ways to get rid

of this canon: I prefer working with

knobs, with hands on the handlebars.

Pasquale Napoliano: Where did you

come up with the idea of associating

sound to the body movement?

Biosphere: The choice of working with

Bjørnsgaard Prosjekt dancers, was

based on mutual respect and

knowledge of their work. It was my

idea.

Pasquale Napoliano: About the

collaborations: you have often shared

your creative time with other

musicians, just like you have often

accompanied the work of visual artists

and film makers with your sound. How

do you manange this kind of sharing?

Biosphere: Again, I start from the

fragment. It’s the case of works

produced with artists like Pete

Namlook and Higher Intelligence

Agency. But mainly I’m thinking to the

disc with Deathprod, released in 1998

for Rune Grammophone. I would

speak about a creativity that proceeds

in stages. We bounce sound ideas by

mail, until we arrive at a product that
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satisfies all parties. Creativity in a

tele-presence…

Pasquale Napoliano: In addition to

recording productions, you have been

working on space from many years

now, as a sound-artist. Do you have a

specific interest towards the

spatialization of sound?

Biosphere: I’m definitely fascinated by

the potentiality of sound distribution

systems, like the soundtrack designed

for an installation commissioned by

Recombinant Media Lab in San

Francisco, where I could use 500

sound speakers immersed in a room.

It was particularly fascinating to see

how it was possible to spatialize the

sound, giving it curves, direction,

acceleration and deceleration. In that

case, sound was associated with

many video displays, taken from

inside a moving train. The sensation of

movement was just fantastic, hyper-

realistic.

But, in general, I’m interested in

mainly the discovery of places,

creating sound stories on a territory. It

‘s the case of the installation I’m most

proud of: a sound space inside the

caves of Bodo, Norway. Because

these caves are famous for their

prehistoric engravings, I decided to

play these characters. Photographing

and then mapping them, trying to

create a strong link between sign and

sound flow.

However, I especially like making CDs

that will play in a normal home stereo,

or even better through headphones.

Not everyone has the opportunity to

have home-expensive and bulky

equipment for professional

reproduction of sound, like 5.1 (which,

I think, still has some interesting

potential that I would be curious to

try). So, frankly speaking, I found

definitely overestimated the

importance given to the aspect of

sound reproduction. I want to make

music that everyone can hear.

Pasquale Napoliano: A political
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position, definitly anti-elitist. Speaking

of this point of view, what is your

training, how did you face electronic

music. In short, how did you become

Biosphere?

Biosphere: I was born as a self-made

man, as a geek. I also had no musical

training in a strict sense. Rather my

training is more the one of the radio dj

or the record shop assistant [he

smiles]. I have not had a classical

musical training, like learning to read

and write musical notes on the staff….

even if recently I had to make me,

starting from scratch. It was in

January, I wrote for the London

Contemporary Orchestra, following a

commission by this prestigious

musical institution. I have thus

transcribed from the sequencer to the

staff, one of the most interesting

experiences in my career.

http://www.biosphere.no/
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Gmaybe: Be Free, Be Public! What Future For
Privacy?

Loretta Borrelli

You may have recently happened to

witness the presentation of a new

online service. Two young men

wearing a t-shirt with the Gmaybe?

logo show the exciting benefits of the

new frontier of social networks. All

the rhetorical promises related to

technology are there: “they tend to

fall into four main categories:

democracy, freedom, efficiency and

progress. Democracy looks like what

everyone will enjoy using the new

technologies, thus increasing its own

influence on the social environment

[...] Freedom is usually presented as

the absence of socially restrictive

elements “(Critical Art Ensemble, The
Molecular Invasion. Biotech theory
and practices of resistance, Eleuthera,

Milano, 2006, pp38-39).

This new service seems a simple e-

mail account available via the Web

through an interface reminiscent of

the Google graphics. But the

advantages are others: through a

personal page it is possible to set

preferences: between semi-public

and public. Choosing the first option,

the user accepts that, at random, his

own inbox is published on the

homepage of the site and so it will be

directly accessible even to persons

who are not registered. Choosing,

instead, the second option, the emails

become directly accessible to

everybody. Each member may also

comment on the correspondence

from other users, vote for the

favourite messages, create pressure

groups or groups of admirers.

It seems that the last bastion of

defence of Privacy has collapsed:

even emails become something

public! This service will probably be

besieged by the totally addicted social

networkers. This presentation was

held in Milan during Hackmeeting

2009. It is therefore an extreme

experiment of Web 2.0, which

certainly targets the social networks

but calls for a reworking of the idea of

privacy in relation to the declination
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that is often made in the hacker

scene. To do this, the authors of

Gmaybe? have decided to step into

the shoes of those who manage these

services, to investigate how and to

what extent the common people are

willing to change their idea of privacy.

This year, Hackmeeting 2010 will be

held in Rome from July 2nd to July 4th

at C.S.A. La Torre. Andrea Marchesini

(aka Baku), interviewed for GMaybe,

talked to us about a new job related

to the implementation of different

forms of social networking, which will

be presented during the annual

gathering of the Italian hackers this

year and on which we will keep you

updated

Loretta Borelli: At the subscription to

Gmaybe? the users are told to use the

email account released as their sole

one.. This is to test their willingness to

make public all their correspondence.

Despite the most popular social

networks which push for the

publication of any private content,

there still is a common view that the

email must remain a privileged realm

for the defence of privacy. But it

seems to be a form of induced

defence and not a conscious attitude.

So what’s your idea of privacy? Do you

think your ideas in this sense are

different from those of the average

users?

Andrea Marchesini (Gmaybe?): First of

all, Gmaybe was born as a

provocation. Both Carlo and I, come

from the Italian hacker scene.

Speaking for myself, having been part

of many groups politicized and non-

politicized,

privacy is an issue I care about

particularly. But I think the concept

has changed considerably over the

last 5 years. While before privacy was

a container where you could put static

and sensitive information, personal

data, reports, communication modes,

etc., today I think it is perceived more

as a rather fuzzy graphic. Let me

explain. I think people have started to

sell some pieces of personal life in

exchange for something else:

membership in groups, use of tools,

new features, new faiths, many things

the web2.0 gave us as a present.

This means that what for one is

inviolable, for another could be a

semi-public data. Then I like to think

that privacy (as well as something to-

defend-) is dead. We need to re-

create it, restarting from what now
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exists, from what people perceive as

real: personal relationships associated

with social networks, the use of

mobile phones, exchanging messages

via email or other things. We need to

create it again, starting in the sense of

giving it another meaning, another

definition. But starting from the

individual, from what each person

feels he is able to give and do.

I started getting Interested in this

subject when I approached the FOAF

project. Then from there, I started to

deal with metadata, processing,

statistical studies, so studying how a

person moves within a site, the

network of relationships, which and

how many footprints he can leave and

how to connect them. You probably

know I also worked on privacy

through some open-source projects

(Scookies, Bproxy). Yes, Gmaybe was

born as a provocation and as an

aggravation of social networks to see

how it is possible to lose control of

one’s own communications. To

understand what the limit to the

personal sphere is. As you have said,

the mailbox has remained relatively

private until now (ignore for a second

Gmail and Google TOS on the use of

users’ mailboxes). Thus Gmaybe was

born as a game.

 Loretta Borelli: In Gmaybe? is it

possible for users to comment on the

correspondence of other users, to

vote for their favourite and create

pressure groups. So, in addition to the

mail account, it provides all the tools

to be “social” and viral. Do you think

the rigid definition of the social

relations was crucial to the success of

the popular social networks?

Andrea Marchesini (Gmaybe?): I see a

fairly linear trend in the attempt to let

sites be visited as much as possible:

- Information sites: users follow my

site because there is interesting

information (blogs).

- Web services: users are on my site

because they use a service (mailbox,

online search engines)

- Portal sites (there are still many)

sites where you “should” be because

they give you an infinite number of

possible routes.
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- Social networking: sites where the

user is because there are other users

Some time ago I addressed this issue

with some members of the Ippolita

group. In particular, we were

discussing the reality of social

networks compared to the ones of

video games. For example: Tetris is a

world where there are objects of

simple shapes, strictly 2d shapes,

which fall-down and can be moved

and rotated. We all play at it without

asking questions about, for example,

gravity, three-dimensionality. Or Who

drops the pieces? Who moves the

pieces? This is the game, it has its

rules, we play and enjoy it. Moving

this topic to the social networks the

same thing ..There is a logic that is not

comparable to reality, there are few

rules, and people follow them and

enjoy themselves.

Nobody makes an issue of the fact

that relations between people do not

have cardinality, that there is no time

factor, that there is no space. It’s all an

eternal present with very few modes

of communication and lack of

structural changes. Perhaps this is

why they are so trendy , why they are

considered to be nice games. If they

are too complicated (SecondLife),

they fail, if they are too simple, people

gets bored, or they cover only niches

of audience. The viral aspect is

essential in order to create a critical

mass and then “import” the

community onto the social networks.

 Loretta Borelli: The emergence of an

interest so alive for the individual

within these platforms, and an illusory

possibility of expression of individuals,

has created doubts about the idea of

the network as a

horizontal non-hierarchical form of

democracy. Do you think that the idea

of the network still has a non

compromised potential?

Andrea Marchesini (Gmaybe?): I am

not an expert on the forms of power

but I am Absolutely fascinated by

them. For this reason, I am looking for

a democratic form of power.

Unfortunately I have not found it yet.

The communities in which I’ve been

involved (some social centres, some

distributed communities, hacking

communities) were strictly

hierarchical (you know that there is

informal hierarchy where there are

classes of individuals with one or few

leaders). I do not think the problem is
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a lack of democracy, indeed, I think

that hierarchy is often helpful and in

some cases essential.

I personally like it when meritocracy

allow its birth. I think social networks

have enough rules designed to

prevent the creation of complex

hierarchies. Limiting communication

modes or

multiplying / differentiating the

inputs are two good methods to

complicate the emergence of

complex forms of organizations.

At the most we see affinity groups or

opinion leaders on networks like

twitter. So I’d say not, social networks

are not interesting as forms of social

organization. This does not imply that

what is inside could be the same out,

so that the network relationship of

individuals can lead to unexpected

results also through these tools.

Loretta Borelli: Gmaybe? offers a mail

account, so it uses an email protocol,

but it is a web platform with a simple

and immediate interface as that of

other platforms and social networks.

In these cases, the interface facilitates

a process that leads users to put aside

the idea that there is a company

behind a free service. The set of tools

that you developed leads users to

identify the community beyond those

who manage it. This seems to be an

implicit criticism of the silent control

of many Internet services, but your

intentions are not clearly explained in

your site.

Andrea Marchesini (Gmaybe?): We

had a lot of fun trying to look like a

real company. We also created a fake

page dedicated to available job

positions. We did it because we

wanted to appear just like a social

network, like any other serious,

reliable business.

 Loretta Borelli: Compared with the

relationship between interface and

protocol, or between interface and

knowledge of the tools, do you think a

conscious use of these tools, an in-

depth technical knowledge of them is

needed? Do you think there may be,

or there is already, the possibility of a

management system available for

non-specialists?

Andrea Marchesini (Gmaybe?):I think

it self-learning is essential. Especially

with regard to the Internet and the

new communication tools, it is

essential that people are aware and
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can control and manage the

instruments proposed. This is

essential for several reasons: to

interpret the events in a critical and

responsible way, to imagine an

accountable future without accepting

passively the inputs of large economic

groups and politicians.

http://www.gmaybe.com/
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Buddha Machine. Third Generation Sound Toy
Robin Peckham

FM3, the experimental music group

whose productions examine the

relationship between composition,

art, and everyday life, consists of

original members Zhang Jian and

Christiaan Virant.

Prior to releasing the object for which

they are best known, the plastic loop-

playing device known as the Buddha

Machine, they worked on a series of

fascinating albums that range from

the anthropological pop compilations

of Virant’s 
Radio Pyongyang

 (2005)

and documentary field recordings of

Zhang’s 
Streets of Lhasa

 (2005) to

compilations with heavy-hitters of the

Chinese music world like Dou Wei and

Yan Jun.

Since 2006, however, much of their

work has been related to the 
Buddha

Machine
, which builds on inspiration

from the automatic mantra- and

prayer-chanting recording devices

common in Asian temples, replacing

these original loops with the

composed elements with which the

group has continuously worked. The

Buddha Machine has passed through

two generations so far, in addition to

a collaborative special edition

authored by Throbbing Gristle and an

iPhone application, not to mention

upcoming iterations.

The Buddha Machine also changed

the sense of live performance for FM3,

giving way to an activity they refer to

as Buddha Boxing in which Zhang and

Virant sit on stage with an arsenal of

Buddha Machines, taking turns

adjusting and relocating them in order

to produce new and fascinating

harmonies.

The device has become a cult new

media toy in some parts of the world,

but recently has seen a resurgence of

interest on a more profound level.

During a quiet period in between

releases for FM3, I approached Zhang

Jian to describe the evolution of the

Buddha Machine so far, hoping for

some insight into upcoming changes

in the group’s work. The following

interview was carried out in Beijing
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and Hong Kong during 25 June.

Robin Peckham: Releasing the

Buddha Machine was an enormous

step for FM3. Looking back, how has it

changed the way you work as a

group? Looking forward, in terms of

performance, do you see FM3

continuing the Buddha Boxing style?

How else has the Buddha Machine

influenced your work as a musician?

Zhang Jian: The Buddha Machine
exerted a huge influence on FM3. You

could even say that it is the core spirit

of the group, since even today none

of our work has surpassed it. On the

other hand, the commercial success

of the Buddha Machine was

unforeseen, but because of this, FM3

can continue to survive as an

experimental band for another ten

years or more; that counts as a

miracle. For this reason, we are

extremely proud, and, for this same

reason, we will continue the miracle

of FM3.

Buddha Boxing could be called the

specialty performance style of the

Buddha Machine, and it is also one of

the works with which we are most

satisfied. Although we’ve already

performed it some hundred times,

continuing will require further

rehearsal and on-site control. As you

know, it’s not a standard

performance, not like a rock band

playing a few songs that could be

repeated over and over again. The

downside of Buddha Boxing is that it

is not suitable to be repeated in the

same venue for a similar audience.

As a musician, emotion is more

important than technique… I still have

a large amount of feeling to add to

this machine.

Robin Peckham: Let’s talk also about

Gristleism project: was it successful?

Obviously it didn’t have nearly as

much of an impact within China as the

original Buddha Machine. Can you

explain what the differences might

be, and discuss how the two projects
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are related?

Zhang Jian: Gristleism is a cooperative

project initiated by Christiaan Virant in

the United Kingdom, and it was

primarily his work. It was not

distributed within China, so the fact

that it didn’t receive a great amount

of attention makes sense on some

level. This was largely a trial run, and

we will continue to maintain this

attitude that the Buddha Machine is

made for its own purposes rather than

for other music or other musicians,

but in order to preserve an open set of

unlimited possibilities, we will also

develop a series of special related

projects. Gristleism (which I translate

phonetically as geweisuo zhuyi, or the

“song of the wretched thing-ism”) is a

new topic chosen by Christiaan,

related to the development and

history of modern music

Robin Peckham: One reason the

Buddha Machine felt so intuitively

interesting back in 2005 was because

that was the heyday of the iPod; this

plastic, looping box just felt so

justifiable opposed to that gadget

mindset. How has this changed in the

past five years? Does the Buddha
Machine function more independently

now? What do you think of the iPad?

Zhang Jian:An unexpected instance of

beauty developed into an intended

beauty–this is not easy. FM3 has

always been very independent, so

much so that for a while no one in

China even asked about it. I had to

spend two years just to develop some

ten points of sale–the situation was

not ideal–and even the best store only

sold around ten units annually, plus

most of the buyers were foreign. The

Buddha Machine still belongs to a

rather illusive state of existence, but I

am willing to make the assertion: our

Buddha Machine will have a longer

lifespan than most music. About the

iPad, I like it, but I haven’t bought one

yet. We are currently researching and

developing Buddha Boxing software

specifically for the iPad, a simple

application that would let a single

user simultaneously control six units

in their own Buddha Boxing match…

Robin Peckham: How would you

describe the relationship between

your Buddha Machine and the “real”

buddha machines given out at

temples? Can you explain your

leanings towards Buddhism?

Zhang Jian: The traditional buddha
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box is a prototype, a small household

appliance or automatic recording

device; there is no art to it, and the

producers improved upon the

requirements of scripture only

superficially. The FM3 Buddha
Machine is both music and low-

technology art, its energy far

exceeding that of ordinary scripture.

Almost all of its tracks, even at this

short length, require three to four

months of quality control even after

completion. The loops seem simple,

but the affect and attention therein

goes far beyond random excerpts…

When it comes to Buddhism I’m a

layman, but it seems that the Buddha

has always been at my side… for this

reason I will be personally funding the

production of a standard buddha
machine: “Mantra of Manjusri,” for

which I will select all of the scriptures.

There is no time limit on production–it

will be finished when the time

comes–restoring a standard buddha

machine for use in the temple…

Robin Peckham: For me, one of the

most exciting things about the

Buddha Machine was its “objecthood,”

especially juxtaposed with the

spiritual context and aural

immateriality. How do you understand

it: as an object, a series of

compositions, a sonic experience, or

what?

Zhang Jian: I basically agree with your

analysis, but I think what you refer to

as its “objecthood” could be better

described as its utility. People grow

flowers, keep dogs, and raise children,

and I recommend the use of the

Buddha Machine in the raising of a

house. Occasionally its low-

technology produces

indeterminateness in the audio

frequency, and as long as you find the

resonance of auditory perception this

simple music will produce energy. As

soon as this kind of energy appears

between ear and mind, in this space,

you become the host…

Robin Peckham: It has been five years

since the release of the Buddha
Machine, and we’ve seen two distinct

generations. What is the next

development for the Buddha
Machine?

Zhang Jian: We are currently

preparing the third generation of the

Buddha Machine, scheduled to be

released before the end of the year,

continuing pure FM3… At the same

time, we also have a set of special
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projects. I am currently working with

performer Wu Na on a [seven-

stringed instrument] guqin-themed

version of the Buddha Machine. This is

an original pure music machine that

takes the guqin as its theme, which

could be called the sound of nature,

an ecological music with no additives.

Primarily targeting the idealized space

of Chinese classical culture and those

with some perception of this kind of

space, I hope that the work will be

able to meet with approval within

China. That will be released towards

the end of fall this year.

Robin Peckham: How do you and

Christiaan work together these days,

especially with him in Europe much of

the time? How often do you perform

together, and how much do you work

on new things? How do you see FM3

evolving over the next five years?

Zhang Jian:This year we have

performed very little, and the division

of labor has become more clear in the

ongoing carrying out of these new

projects. We have many plans for the

future, and are moving ahead slowly.

Robin Peckham: What do you think of

the experimental music scene in

Beijing in general, and how have you

seen it change over the past few

years?

Zhang Jian: Compared with ten years

ago there has been vigorous

development: the quality of audiences

has been raised significantly, and the

idea of experimental music as a form

has become established within the

city. Nevertheless, it remains a small

group of people.

Robin Peckham: We are beginning to

notice a generation of young

musicians and sound artists

influenced by FM3 and especially the

Buddha Machine ethic. How do you

see these new artists?

Zhang Jian: If we can help some

young musicians, that is our good

fortune. On the other hand, we too

are still young…

Robin Peckham: In terms of FM3 and

the Buddha Machine, what kinds of

misconceptions still exist for your

audience? Is there anything you

would like to explain about the

project that has been widely

misunderstood?

Zhang Jian: As for the existence of
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misunderstanding, I believe it is the

existence of vitality.

http://www.fm3buddhamachine.com

/

http://www.gristleism.com/
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Technesexual Interface. Erotic Mixed Reality
Performance

Micha Cardenas

1. Introduction

Biometric sensors, made cheaply

available by do-it-yourself (DIY)

prototyping platforms such as

Arduino, allow a shift away from visual

interfaces to proprioceptive

interfaces, away from the touch of a

finger and towards a more internal,

embodied form of sensing. One

possible effect of this shift is away

from the command-control

methodology which was a historical

basis for cybernetics, and towards a

form of modulation and cooperation

akin to intersubjectivity. In this paper,

we will consider recent writings on

interface relevant to the shift from

external to internal, or from haptic to

organic, discuss our experiences

creating and using them, and explore

some of the implications of this shift.

As an illustrative example, we will

discuss our work technésexual, a

performance where we commit erotic

acts in physical and virtual space

simultaneously, using heart rate and

temperature sensors to amplify and

modulate the sound of our heart

beats for two audiences. This

performance explores how relations

between people, and between people

and technology, change in Mixed

Reality environments. 
technésexual

uses the body as a musical instrument

to produce sound with the Puredata

programming language, in order to

bridge the physical performance

space and the 3-dimensional multi-

user virtual environment of Second

Life. The sounds of our heart beats are

also sent into Second Life and

emanate from our avatars as they too

commit erotic acts. This performance

involves what we call an “organic

interface”, or a physical interface

which responds to one’s organs.

Erotic touch becomes a way to

activate the body and change its

internal state.
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2. Considering Interfaciality

Much recent writing about interface is

concerned with the shifts in interface

design enabled by new technologies.

In her book Materializing New Media,

Anna Munster writes that the focus on

the face, representing instrumental

rationality, has reinforced the

mind/body split, and that this

currently shapes much of interface

design. She argues that there is a

need for new media artists to expand

interface design to incorporate much

more of the human body, in order to

allow for greater expressivity, but also

greater potential for transformative

experience. Munster uses examples

such as Rokeby‘s Very Nervous
System, an audio interface controlled

by movement, and Char Davies’

Osmose, a virtual reality interface

controlled by breath [Munster 2006].

She highlights the move towards an

invisible interface, where the interface

becomes an undefined space for

experience. Munster states that “we

need to radically rethink the interface

in our modes of realizing our relations

with the machine as the point of both

contact surface and disappearance of

the space of difference between

humans and computers.” [Munster

2006] The organic interface in

technésexual demonstrates this

“disappearance” by internalizing the

interface.

One of our main motivations with

technésexual was to move beyond

the focus on the visual in mixed and

augmented reality applications.

Alexander Galloway‘s recent essay

“The Unworkable Interface” considers

the trend towards the invisibility of

interfaces. Galloway’s writing has

explored the shift from a disciplinary

society as described by Michel

Foucault to a control society as

described by Gilles Deleuze. The move

to a control society is precisely the

internalization and embodiment of

power. Galloway writes that

“windows, doors, airport gates, and

other thresholds”, examples of types

of interfaces, controlling access to

spaces, “are those transparent devices

that achieve more the less they do: for

every moment of virtuosic immersion

and connectivity… the threshold

becomes one notch more invisible”

[Galloway 2009].

Discussing the example of World of
Warcraft‘s complex interface, he

proposes that to imagine an interface
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as something transparent is to

oversimplify it and to ignore that

there is an internal aspect of the

interface itself, an internal relation, an

“intraface”. Galloway’s analysis is

important to our own thinking of

organic interfaces in that our goal is

not to create a totally transparent way

of interacting with virtual worlds, but

instead to open up new potentials for

understanding and experiencing the

body. Instead of abandoning the

tradition of performance art using the

body as a medium by moving towards

virtual bodies, we seek to expand that

tradition by finding rich interfaces in-

between the physical and virtual

bodies. The notion of intraface

underscores the power relations

implicit in the form of an interface,

implying that more liberatory

structures can be imagined.

The visual component of virtual

experiences has been over developed

to the detriment of our many other

senses, both exteroceptive,

interoceptive and proprioceptive. If

we consider the many dimensions of

our awareness of the internal state of

our bodies, including not only balance

and muscle positioning, but also

stretch receptors in our muscles, we

can begin to open a vast new

possibility for interface design.

3. Previous Experiments with Physical

Interfaces

Initially, the idea to use heart rate

monitors came from a public

conversation between Stelarc and

Cárdenas in which Stelarc stated that

“avatars have no organs”. [Cárdenas

2009] We found this statement to be

problematic, implying a clean

separation between the physical body

and the avatar body. In a way, our

initial idea for technésexual was to

create “avatars with organs”.

Our interest in using DIY electronics

emerged out of our previous work

using different technologies to map

positionality, including a Nintendo Wii

and motion capture. In Mehrmand‘s

sextrument, a live durational

performance where she masturbated

for one hour, with a Nintendo Wii

remote controller, she explored this

notion of embodied interface. The

accelerometer sensor in the Wii-mote

measured the speed and intensity of

her hand movement, which sent
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messages to MaxMSP, altering the

sound of her voice. Behind a door, she

invited viewers to look through a

peephole, evoking anxiety and states

of desire. She found the Wii-mote

interface problematic as it was

cumbersome.

In Becoming Dragon Cárdenas lived

for 365 hours continuously in Second

Life wearing a head mounted display

and markers which were tracked by a

Vicon motion capture system,

mapping her movements onto a

dragon avatar in Second Life. The

Vicon system was a frequent source

of frustration, as the software was

proprietary and unreliable. Motion

capture also predisposed viewers to

expect a literal one-to-one relation

between her body and her avatar’s,

which felt limiting. From these

experiences, we decided to focus on

using cheaply accessible electronics

components, combining shared

interests in performance, the body,

and desire.

4. Creating Organic Interfaces:

Embodied Experimentation and

Surprise

In its first analog rendition,

technésexual was performed at the

Hemispheric Institute for Performance

and Politics in Bogotá, Colombia. Even

this low-tech version of the

performance introduced us to a new

level of intimacy with each other and

a new knowledge about each other’s

bodies. We attached a piezo sensor,

acting as a contact microphone, to a

stethoscope. Experimenting with the

piezo, we could hear each other’s

heartbeats for the first time. We

realized that many people might go

through their lives without hearing

the sound of their heart beat, or their

lovers’ heart beat, that this was

knowledge which had been kept to

doctors.

Subsequent performances relied on a

Polar heart rate monitor using an

electrocardiogram, which worked

through wet contact of the skin near

the heart. The sensor detects the

electrical pulse that creates a heart

beat and sends this data wirelessly to

a polar receiver module. We soldered

a bridge circuit so that this module

could communicate with our

Freeduino and Arduino using the I2C

interface. The Arduino code, in a

language based on C, must initiate

communication and periodically
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request an array of data. One element

of this array is a number representing

the current beats per minute. The

next component of our heart monitor

interface is a USB connection to our

computers. Our arduino code sends

the current heart rate over the USB

serial port of our computers, and a

patch in the Puredata graphical

programming language listens to the

serial port.

This is accomplished using the

comport object in Puredata-

extended, and sending the heart rate

to a sampler loop which plays a

recording of our heartbeat at the

current rate. Finally, the sound output

from Puredata is routed through a

Presonus Firebox into the microphone

input of Second Life using voice chat

from each of our avatars, allowing the

audio to be spatially located in

Second Life as emanating from our

avatars and causing the voice

intensity indicator above their heads

to pulse with a green glow.

A recent performance of technésexual
at the Nevada Museum of Art

included a temperature based touch

sensor. Using a thermisistor, we are

able to detect when one performer

touches the other’s body. This data is

used to modulate the pitch of the

heart rate up, controlling the sound by

means of sensual touch. In this way

our bodies become instruments,

comparable to the way bagpipes have

a drone, a continuous sound of air

passing through the reeds, while

having a chanter which can control

the pitch (usually set two octaves

higher than the drone) to play a

melody.[Baines 1979] In technésexual

one can hear our heart rates at the

actual rate continuously (the drone),

in addition to hearing that same

sample modulated at a higher pitch

using the temperature sensors (the

chanter) creating a new kind of

interface for music making. The drone

of the bagpipes is heard as long as the

musician is pumping the bellows, the

same way that our heart beat is

played as long as we are plugged in.

Our initial expectations were

challenged through experimentation

with the devices. We found that our

heart rates when performing were

considerably higher than at rest, and

surprisingly when we begin kissing,

our heart rates go down. At first, we

wrote the Puredata patch to work

correctly with our resting heart rates

observed in our studios, 65-70 for

Cárdenas and 75-80 for Mehrmand.

Yet when we did our performance

with the devices at the annual

GLAMFA exhibit, we found that our

starting heart rates were between

105-115, causing noticeable audio

glitches. After which we rewrote the

patch to accommodate the higher

heart rate by scaling the length of the

playback to fit the current rate. Still,

as the duration of the piece unfolds,
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from 15 to 30 minutes, we discovered

minute changes in our heart rates, up

or down at particular moments, such

as touches to our body parts or

removing particular pieces of clothing.

We end the performance naked and

the amplification of our internal

organs’ states adds more depth to our

degree of exposure, exposing what

cannot be seen.

5. Erotic Touch

By performing technésexual, we

found that organic interfaces can add

intimacy to a performance, and not

just increased intimacy, but different

forms of it. We wanted to continue

our practices of durational

performance art and relational

performance, engaging the dynamics

of our own intimate relationship.

Inspired by the work of such artists as

Marina Abramovic and Ulay, as well as

Shu Lea Cheang and Lygia Clark, we

created instruments that allowed us

to both be in mixed reality

simultaneously and to create sound

with the interaction of our bodies.

Using erotic touch, kissing, we

activated our organs directly, using

our skin itself as a touch based

interface.

Through this process, we gained a

different kind of understanding of our

own intimate states, that of a deep

comfort and relaxation, beyond our

original conception of excitement.

The audience is also invited to a

deeper form of intimacy, with entirely

new strata of connection between the

viewer and the performer, as the

interior of the performers’ bodies

becomes part of the audience’s multi-

sensory experience.

Audience members have described

the performance to us as intense, as

putting them in a trance and as

making them sweat. We could also

think of this work as creating erotic

interfaces, as their use requires an

intimate knowledge of one’s body,

close attention to the state of the

body and an increased intimacy

between the performers, the

technology and the audience.

Through organic interfaces, we are

opening up the liminal space of

performance, making the performers’

and the audiences’ bodies porous and

intermingled, encouraging an escape

from subject-object, performer-

audience or controller-controlled

relationships.
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6. Intersubjective Somatic

Architecture

Another example of internalized

interfaces has been proposed by

Ricardo Dominguez, who has written

that capitalism is shifting from

multinational capitalism towards

“particle capitalism or nano driven-

technology.” [Dominguez 2010]. He

proposes that this shift is

accompanied by a move from

interface towards introjection, or the

introjection of the interface. In this

new condition the somatic

architecture becomes part of the

system of production. Dominguez is

part of a collaboration called the

Particle Group investigating this shift.

On the Particle Group website,

Dominguez writes, “her left breast

was now selling almost all paclitaxel*

10 particles as the matter market

cycle hit a high value exchange. “How

small can anything be?”… Her left

breast was fading with each of the

trespasses of her trans_patents � the

cancer had been metastatic till now.”

[Dominguez 2006].

Such imaginings imply a possible

future for organic interfaces in which

people’s organs are the site of

production, and nanofactories in our

own bodies enact a will other than our

own, troubling notions of bodily

autonomy. Perhaps organic interfaces

made by artists can foster critical

thinking about their implications and

allow their future to be shaped

differently.

Another possibility for interfaces,

outside of encouraging control, is the

possibility of intersubjective

interfaces, as theorists such as Sherry

Turkle have discused [Harrell 2009].

One of our main inspirations for

thinking about the value of

intersubjective interfaces is Donna

Haraway, who writes, “the partners do

not precede their relating: all that is, is

the fruit of becoming with.” [Haraway

2008] The concept of “becoming with”

resonates with our interest in

exploring our intersubjective

experience of our intimate

relationship using mixed reality

technologies.
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As we consider the future of

interfaces and nano-bots which

inhabit and commingle with our

bodies, we can learn much from the

kind of feminist values Haraway

employs: cooperation, accountability

and care. Haraway argues that “touch

ramifies and shapes accountability…

Touch, regard, looking back and

becoming with– all these make us

responsible in unpredictable ways for

which worlds take shape.” [Haraway

2008] Still, this touch needs to be

considered in all of its complexity,

reframing the earlier dissapearance of

difference of Munster and the outside

within the inside of Galloway into an

intersubjective commingling without

clear distinctions or identities.

Haraway does this when she

considers interface:

Technologies are organs, full partners,

in what Merleau-Ponty called

“infoldings of the flesh.” I like the word

infolding better than interface to

suggest the dance of world-making

encounters… Infoldings of the flesh

are worldly embodiment. The word

makes me see the highly magnified

surfaces of cells shown by scanning

electron microscopes. In those

pictures, we experience in optic-

haptic touch the high mountains and

valleys, entwined organelles and

visiting bacteria, and multiform

interdigitations of surfaces we can

never again imagine as smooth

interfaces.

With technésexual, we have

attempted to find a line of flight from

our most intimate moments and the

interior of our bodies, out to an

audience and into the networked

reality of Second Life’s multi-user

environment, blurring and mixing all

of these. This interface, or infolding,

begins with the erotic touch of our

skin and travels through a network of

organs, biological and technological,

to create sound in multiple realities.

What is required to use it is a sense of

one’s body, an ability to listen to

proprioceptive sensations and a

willingness to engage in intimacy. Our

hope is to encourage the

development of future interfaces

which leave behind the expectation of

control and move towards co-

becoming and intersubjective

symbiosis.
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Habemus Data. Digital Culture And Free
Information

Teresa De Feo

A close step far from the counter-

reformation of the “gag law”, stirred

by the fear of our politicians who are

frightened of losing control on the

information flow or of a excessive

overexposure of privacy and details,

we caught the opportunity to go back

on the matter of Open Data. But what

has Open data got to do with the

“problem” of interceptions and “bugs”

of public and private world?

The definition of Open Data, as well as

the philosophy and the precise modus
operandi born around this term, is

quite recent and the topics linked to it

are quite controversial. However we

could all agree on one point: Open

Data has only a meaning. It means

democracy.

It was created within the transversal

debate on the fight for free access to

information and the sharing of some

resources. Therefore Open Data can

be assimilated to other movements

such as Open Source, Open Access

and Open Government, and it is clear

that it represents a phenomenon

linked to the development of the

Internet culture and philosophy.

According to the thought and the own

ethics characterizing and founding the

cybernautic world, the problem in

some fields is the anachronism of the

persistence of models based on the

property concept as regards

information.

Particularly, the Open Data movement

asks a free access to information

regarding the managing of the “res
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publica” (public thing), denouncing a

behavior by the State excessively

secured on control positions. They

show us how the Government

behaves more like an owner than a

simple manager of public data.

According to theorists and the more

authoritative representatives of this

movement, the data to be made

accessible and of public domain

should include all such information

that can assure transparency as

regards choices and policies of our

governors: economical data,

information about justice, education,

climate and environment, health,

means of transport, geography etc.

The key password is therefore

“transparency” and – we would like to

add – all such words that can lead us

to evaluate the seriousness of those

who govern us. The border between

public and private must be clearly

defined, but the politics deontology

must be clear as well. And as regards

this topic we won’t add anything

more.

The biennium 2009/ 2010 has really

been an important with regard to the

topic Open Data. What opened the

door to substantial measures in this

direction were the USA with Barack

Obama’s data.gov a website aiming

above all at collecting in a single

portal all information freely available

from USA institutions.

Great Britain followed this virtuous

example by launching the project

Data.gov.uk, which was created

thanks to Tim Berners Lee’s essential

contribution.

As one of the founding fathers of

World Wide Web, Tim Berners Lee will

play a key role for the correct

application of this project as regards

the research of more suitable

technological solutions for free access

and use of data. Tim Berners Lee

invented for the occasion the word

“Linked Data” in order to define the

need of inter-operability of available

information.

Once more, the most important

indications of the path came from a

representative of digital culture.

Berners Lee has not only worked on

the technical aspects of the matter,

but has also underlined the urgency of

creating an ethics, an education and a

culture of sharing. This is a very

debated topic in the world of

digitalcult, since its beginning.
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It is enough in this sense

remembering the battle fought by

Roger Malina for the distribution of his

Open Observatories, above all in the

scientific sector, which we talked

about in Digimag 53 of last

April(

http://www.digicult.it/digimag/articl

e.asp?id=1764)

For years, many artists who

understood the potential of digital

technologies fight for the cause of

free information and access to data

and resources, by showing the good

side of technologies and all their

possible uses within a framework of

ethics and correct deontology.

From this point of view Climate

Artists’ contribution was very

precious. They work exactly at the

finding and creative displacing of

environmental data. Also within the

framework of Net Art, many sensitive

artists – from Antoni Muntadas to the

01001011101010.org to mention only

some of them – as well as the Hacker,

which has a free circulation of

information and knowhow like one of

the essential voices within its statute.

Going back to climate artist, it is

worth to mention – as an example –

the Andrea Polli’s work of art. He

works on the urban environment with

the aim of showing the local

microclimates. In his work titled “Heat
and Heartbeat of the City (central park
climate change in sound)”, the artist

translates into sounds the data

regarding the increase of

environmental temperature in the

Central Park of New York, in order to

underline, also through a series of

interviews, the possible dramatic

results that this increase of

temperature could have in the future.

Another example is the Argentine

artist Andrea Juan who records the

methane level in the Atlantic Ocean,

by putting it in relation to the glacier

melting, through a series of

performances and a creative

exhibition of recorded data.

The logic linking these experiences

consider new technologies, their

accessibility, the easiness of their use

as a great resource to help a free
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circulation of information and its

inter-operability, i.e. its use by all

people who access to it.

Opening and sharing: this is Open

Data’s soul. However the way to travel

is still long so that everybody can

cultivate and understand this

particular “sensitivity”.

http://www.data.gov/

http://data.gov.uk/

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g

a1aSJXCFe0

http://www.leoalmanac.org/index.ph

p/lea/entry/an_open_observatory_

manifesto/

http://www.andreapolli.com/

http://www.andreajuan.net/
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Human, Water And Environment. Between
Multimedia And Sustainability

Silvia Scaravaggi

The topic of water in the multimedia,

electronic and digital field is huge

since the beginning of electronic art

and works of art of famous artists

such as Bill Viola and Fabrizio Plessi,

only to mention a few. Water has

been compared to the electron flow

and video, exactly for its liquid and

mobile nature, is par excellence the

mean which is the most linked and

compared to this element essence.

I don’t want to add to an already rich

list the last analysis on metaphors

between water and visual flow in

video art. I rather think it would be

more interesting to find possible

examples of how art instruments and

practices are refashioning an urgency,

i.e. the privatization of water

resources. The multimedia art is

adsorbing, interpreting and

denouncing in its own way this

problem.

Water is therefore not only a

consonant and evocative element of

works of art, but also as main theme

of the artistic activity, as matter and

content which wants and must give

birth to a meditation about those

entities and policies that haggle over

commodities with poker that try to

sell us something which already

belongs to us.

This article doesn’t aim at being

exhaustive. It wants rather to start a

meditation on this topic, encourage

the researches in the digital field. I left

from Milan, form students’ and young

people’s world, to go on and see how

the works of emerging artists talk

about these themes
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During the event Posti di Vista – Green

Block, which took place at Fabbrica

del Vapore in Milan from 15 to 19 April

2010 and which is an exhibition of

multimedia installations

[in_equilibrio] organized by

Aiace/Invideo in cooperation with IED

Arti Visive, hosted three installations

linked to the topic of environmental

sustainability, proposed by young

artists – two of them focusing on the

matter of water.

Wateryduo, designed by the students

Francesco Bocchini. Alessandra

Garavaldi, Francesco La Noce, Yuri

Lucini, Matteo Simonetta, Simona

Torretta and Luca Orrù, is an

interactive sounding installation made

up by a double wateryharp, built up of

two columns of seven trickles of

water, which constitute each a cord.

Played by the public’s hands, this

instrument produces notes in

pentathonic of Solb (Solb – Lab – Sib –

Reb – Mib, i.e. the black piano ivories).

“These sounds are open, watery and

liquid and can create pleasant and

heavenly melodies also for music

lays”.

Water melt in other drops and short

sounds that flow in a container placed

at the base of the instrument, where

water is collected and recycled

through a pumping device which

brings it again above to create new

sounding water cords.

Wateryduo, thought to be played in

couple, talks through the sound of the

continuous water cycle. It talks about

the way in which water comes to us

from the atmosphere and how it can

be used, collected, protected and

distributed in various ways.

“No other resource is so precious for

human beings like water. However no

other resource is used in such a wrong

way, misused and worst distributed

like water”, told the authors in the

work concept. “Of course, having

water at disposal to drink, as well as

maintaining the ecosystem health and

unpolluted and having food resources

are only some of the topics really put

in jeopardy nowadays. The same is

true for our water resources, which

are more and more stressed.

The framework could seem dreary,

but the opportunity to improve are

numerous. Many already got some

awards for their engagement in water

saving; we could also do much to

preserve this essential resource, by
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applying some highly technological

approaches but also by acting in a

very simple and practical way though

everyday strategies aiming at

protecting this good”.

Sink Pink, the other installation

present at [in_equilibrio] concerning

the same topic, is more explicit as

regards the denunciation of an

uncontrolled consumption of this

resource. Created by the students

Daniele Becce, Francesco Di Biaso,

Marco Monti, Oliviero Piccoli, Martin

Rinaldi and Stefano Zanichelli, Sink
Pink is a “mirror” tap: each time it is

virtually used, it gives back our image

more and more dehydrated. The skin

of our face, which is recorded by a

camera, appears marked by cracks

such as the arid ground in the desert,

until we close the tap and save some

water, interrupting a pouring that we

too often make useless flow.

From Milan to Rome I discovered that,

through the cultural platform EcoArt

Project, the organizers Fortunato

Productions and Associazione

Culturale Art For Promotion, in

cooperation with the main sponsor

(right in these days in the sights of

privatization) Gruppo Acea, the main

national operator in the water sector,

are promoting the contest Pure Water

Vision – Acea EcoArt Contest 2010.

The artists are asked to express

themselves on the relationship

between water, human beings and

environment and its connections to

the sustainable development of our

planet.

The contest’s focus was also to

underline some less known aspects of

water cycle, to trigger off “a

consideration about what is hidden

behind the apparent simplicity of the

element water, about what happens

before and after the distribution of

this precious resource which flows out

from our house tap, through a travel

among springs, waterworks, sewers

and purification plants”.

Last but not least an international look

towards New York, where an artistic

and environmental project as

Amphibious Architecture tells

something about the way in which

artists and the public can be involved

in a very interesting multimedia

interactive installation platform.

Amphibious Architecture – designed

by the Environmental Health Clinic of

the New York University and by the
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Living Architecture Lab of the

Columbia Graduate School of

Architecture, Planning and

Preservation, ordered in 2009 for the

exhibition Toward the Sentient City at

the Architectural League of New York

– is a floating installation situated in

the waters of New York, an interface

between life over- and underwater.

Interactive floating pipes, installed in

the East River and in the Bronx River,

host a series of underwater sensors

and a row of luminous signs above the

water level. The sensors continuously

monitor the water quality as well as

the presence of fish and the interest

of people towards the river

ecosystem. The lights react to the

sensors and create a sort of dialogue

between people, fish and their shared

environment.

Thanks to SMS, citizens can send text

messages to fishes and receive live

information about the river status and

therefore contribute to create a

common interest about the

environment. Amphibious

Architecture’s approach is totally

different from the “do not disturb”

one, since this project boosts people’s

curiosity and involvement.

The creators underline the interactive

and communicative value of this

installation by saying: “Instead of

treating water like a reflecting surface

which reflect ourselves and our

architecture, the project creates a

double interface between land and

water landscapes. In these two

different suburbs of New York in

which the installation is hosted, it

creates a dynamic and charming

luminous layer on the rivers’ surface. It

makes the invisible visible, by

mapping a new ecology made of

persons, see life, buildings and public

space and by spreading the public

interest and encouraging discussion”.

http://www.simtheo.info

http://www.ecoartproject.org/acea/

purewater.html

http://www.amphibiousarchitecture.

net
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The Explosion Of The Arts. Sineglossa Live
Performances

Massimo Schiavoni

Sineglossa is an artistic collective

living in the Marche region in Italy,

including personalities from different

disciplines with the same purposes

and the same sensitivity. Created in

2006 by director Federico Bomba,

painter Luca Poncetta and performer

Barbara Hall, the theatrical debut

happened in 2007 with Camera Verde,

to which followed in 2008 Pleura e
Pneuma. In 2009 are among the

companies winning the contract ETI

New creativity, working on Undo and

Remember me.

Federico Bomba is a philosopher, a

true connoisseur of image and vision

dramaturgy. As emphasized in the

group, their main strength lies in the

limit of presence, where everything

happens here and now and especially

in real time. No records, no virtual

simulations, but tangible bodies

uncovered and covered by a light that

makes it look stylish but can also

obscure, overlap or photograph.

Their human software is a sort of

recognizable “label”, connotative, bold

and brave but true, that goes right to

the problem of representation. A

simplicity to our eyes, conceived as a

concrete invasions of crafts machines,

subtle and detailed movements,

image phase displacements and

dematerializations, hides and

apparitions, shadows and reflections

that lead to the phenomenon of

mirage and of change of perception.

We can say that the work of

Sineglossa is “an explosion of the

arts”, where the importance of
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sculpture, painting, space, lighting

and body movement is undeniabled.

Within the complexity of their staging,

kinetic art and light art enters in – as

Rosalind Krauss points out when she

speaks of theatricality in his 1981 essay

Passages in Modern Sculpture –

evoking a Moholy-Nagy‘s space-light

modulator or some scenes for

Swedish Ballets designed by Picabia.

We can come to evoke the task
performances evoked by Annette

Michelson, where “a dual strategy was

served at the same time: replace the

real-time with illusionism”. We can

speak about a thousand of returns,

but the truth is that these languages-

movements of the past serve as a

pivot to be treated, subjectively

bypassed, extended and interpreted

in a contemporary world where digital

is king. We are witnessing today, with

live performances of Sineglossa, to a

reunification of the arts dedicated to

the show, thus restoring the primacy

of the eye.

There is a tendency to explore

repetitive compositional systems,

simultaneously hallucinating, altered

and accelerated / slowed at the same

time; the visionaries values are

enlarged. The scene is now given

through the intervention of light, that

escapes and emphasizes, remove and

alter. The physical human presence

almost remains impalpable, as a

frantic and never banal research;

human presence as paradoxical

dematerialization of the entire stage

event. It is the public who chooses,

who decides and who is identified

with certain mechanisms and

metaphorical associations.

Massimo Schiavoni: How and in what

circumstances was the company

Sineglossa born?

Federico Bomba: Sineglossa was born

in a few days of reflection, with me as

glue. Each of the components (we

were 6 at the beginning) was barely

knew, but I esteemed them all. I knew

they were waiting to leave everything

and to begin an art project where

being not only performers. Sineglossa

was founded at Pianoterra, a small

industrial warehouse close to

Santarcangelo in Italy, in which the

Teatro Serra company hosted us for

the first residence: it was probably the

best ever.

Massimo Schiavoni: I am interested in

this first residence; you always said
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that, at that time, something borned,

evolved and implemented. What

technical-dramaturgical or theorical

enrichments took shape there and

what motivation forces supported you

later during your first experiences in 

the contemporary theater scene?

Federico Bomba: In that context,

while we were creating Camera
Verde, our skills tried an approach. We

needed to build up a common

language, shared codes. We were

seeking an imaginary to be quickly

communicated to each other. Today,

this process is initiated: the empathy

that we have achieved is amazing, like

the one that couples who love each

other for years reach. Our first project

was nothing but a bunch of

professionalism, far from uniform: it

was predictable. But, there were

already all the elements that

distinguish us today. The dramatic

focus, the relationship between the

actor’s body and the light, the

presence of temporary collaborations

which inject new energy inside the

group.

Massimo Schiavoni: In your creative

language the light and therfore the

darkness are very important. What do

you mean when you say that “the

presence of reality tends to

disappear?

Federico Bomba: We think there is

great potential of the imagination in

what you do not perceive with clarity.

Part of our poetic dialogue with the

public requires the completion of the

vision by the viewer. I think the over

and under exposure are enough fertile

extremes, which immediately remove

the idea of verisimilitude, to be

confronted with something

completely known. So does our image

work: as soon as we think to possess

it, just vanishes, leaving the retina

impressed.

Massimo Schiavoni: In your shows,

everything happens  ic et nunc; no

reproducibility, no past and no future,

direct as a thread linking image,

representation and audience. So, how

is your link with technology and the

digital? Is it possible to talk about

technology and humanized effects in

your works?

Federico Bomba: As regards Eresia,

our last project, we are continuing our

choice of independence from

technology, forgoing even the lighting

console and building a xylophone with
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sticks which, through the percussion

of copper platelets, activates the light

sources on the stage. Even the

electronic music, we always used in

previous works, is disappearing, to

make room for voices of the people

who inhabit the places we create.

The goal for Luca, who is managing

lights mixing, is to experiment as

“human software”. Changes in light

intensity are calculated for the entire

event in the same way that a program

would be able to drive the

instruments used. The gap between

the human and the technology

remains, not running a very strict

pattern, which requires continuous

practice, but in the possibility of

micromovements a few tenths of a

second. Movements that would not

be possible with any machine,

however sophisticated.

Massimo Schiavoni: What does it

mean for Sineglossa to be

contemporary?

Federico Bomba:Probably it means to

politically deal with daily

emergencies. Working in financial

hardship, considering other routes of

exposure than the most obvious ones

through festivals, catching the largest

number of viewers without reducing

the metaphorical level, being sure

that there is still a big room for

wonder in the everyday life. Our

challenge to contemporary is being

popular without giving up to the more

traditional narrative, which even

manages to achieve moments of

excellence but remains bound to a

vision of the human beings often

foregone and harmful, because sitting

on ancient beliefs. We believe the

contemporary drama can find an

unexpected way, yet unknown, that

we will look for in the next years.

http://www.sineglossa.eu
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Informational Realism. Quantum Bit In The
Cyber Space

Jeremy Levine

“It may very well be said that

information is the irreducible kernel

from which everything else flows,

hence the question why nature

appears quantized is simply a

consequence of the fact that

information itself is quantized by

necessity.” (p.3) Anton Zeilinger, Why
the Quantum? It from Bit? A
Participatory Universe?, (“The Global

Spiral, Metanexus Online”, March 25,

2002).

Information theory proposes that

there is a fundamental element the

bit- a binary variable- that is the basis

of all communication. As it turns out,

this bit, a discrete indivisible entity, is

the essential building block of both

computer code and quantum

particles.

Both the physical and digital reality

are composed of the same quantized

binary bits of information. Reality,

regardless of it’s content, is nothing

more than the information it

communicates.

“Historically, much of fundamental

physics has been concerned with

discovering the fundamental particles

of nature and the equations which

describe thier motions and

interactions. It now appears that a

different programe may be equally

important: to discover the ways that

nature allows, and prevents,

information to be expressed and

manipulated, rather than particles to

move.” (Steane, A.M. (1998) Quantum
Computing, “Reports on Progress in

Physics 61″, p.119.)
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Quantum theory proposes that the

energy of a force is transmitted in

discrete indivisible entities, called

quanta. These quanta represent the

smallest elements of nature. The fact

that energy can be quantized into tiny

units of quanta is equivalent to

reducing a moving two dimensional

image into tiny bits of information

that make up a string of computer

code.

Information theory has merged with

our quantum understanding of matter

so that the state of any system can be

described in terms of how it stores

these ‘bits’ of information.

The quantum state of an atom – a

qubit – can be transferred between

atoms. This action, termed quantum

teleportation casues the original is

destroyed due to the no-cloning rule.

However, there is no fundmental

difference between the original atom

and the copy. Quantum mechanics

doesn’t distinguish one atom from

another. The only difference is the

quantum information they carry.

If you had a teleportation device then

it wouldn’t be your atoms that are

teleported and reassembled, but

rather the quantum information

responsible for assembling a group of

anonymous atoms into you This leads

to a metaphysical question: namely, is

the copy really you? Qauntum

mechanics proposes that information

is as real as any other property we

give to atomsl such as spin, velocity,

or mass.

Since the bit of information is

considered a real physcial element,

the act of observation; the transmittal

and reception of information,

constitutes a real physical exchange.

In order to see something you have to

bounce a photon off of it. This

changes the thing you are observing.

This represents a radical break with

classical mechanics which views

observations as cognitive events with

no physical consequences. The

transfer of information during

measurement involves taking

something away: a bit of information.

This bit of information enters your

nueral system and joins the endless

information flow leading to your brain.

“We human beings store information

in our brains and our genes just as

computers store information in their

hard drives” (Charles Seife, p.87) This
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quantum bit, known as a “qubit” is

stored in your brain, such that it has

measurable consequences on the

phsyical matter in your skull.

The bit is a binary element capable of

expressing the fundamental

paradoxes ambiguity and

indeterminacy of quantum

mechanics. Rather than merely yes or

no, the quantum bit can behave as if

things are both “yes” and “no”; “on”

and “off” ; “particle” or “wave”. This

state of superposition be maintaned

until that quantum bit is involved in an

interaction with something beyond

itself . Since interactions occur

constantly in the universe, whether

itʼs from probing sciensts or invisible

particles, superposition is an

ephemeral state. It is analagous to

Aristotle

Potentia to which we have referred.

“it seems that the act of living can be

seen as the act of replicating and

preseriving information despite

Nature’s attempts to dissipate and

destroy it. (Information theory is

revealing the answer to the age-old

question, What is life? That answer is

quite disturbing).” (Charles Seife, p.87)

Like a work of net art that is

continually interacting with the word

wide web, Nature (the universe) is

continually taking measurements of

everything, flooding the universe with

particles. These particles allow you to

perceive your surroundings as photon

bounces off the things around us and

into our eyes where we register the

effects as images. Without the photon

you would not see the tree. Yet even if

you close your eyes, one is still

bombarded with information from

sounds, smell, touch. Every gust of

wind carries countless bits of

information from tree to tree.

Contrary to Berkley who believed that

trees fall noiselessly in the woods

without human ears to hear, the

information that is carried on the

sound wave is distributed as a “real”

property.

Information Theory is also the bridge

between Relativity and quantum

mechanics. Information is only correct

from the point of view of a given

observer. This explains why observers

viewing the same event can perceive

different things. An event only occurs

from your perspective when the

information from that event’s

occurence reaches you. An event

doesn’t really happen until that

information (travelling at the speed of

light) reaches you.” (Seife, p.140)

Perception is reality.
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The experience of net art is interactive

event much like the interactive event

of measurement in which a question

is posed to the universe and it

answers by confirming or denying our

expectation, injecting a bit of

information into the world.

This bit of information becomes a real

part of the world in a practical sense,

since the information contained in this

bit, a yes or no answer, will provoke a

real response in us. The bit effects our

behavior such that itʼs reality can not

be pragmatically challenged.

This bit of information is every bit as

real as the computer bit that makes

up a line of software code. This

quantum version of reality, composed

of information, mirrors the world wide

web which is nothing but information.

Is it any wonder that cyber space

takes on the quality of another reality

given that itʼs made of the same stuff,

namely information. The difference

between physical reality and cyber

reality is in the way this information is

structured and communicated.

The individual bits of computer code

from which emerges the distributed

virtual immaterial network of the

World Wide Web are like the

individual quanta of energy from

which emerges the physical world of

the computer itself.

The computer is the means of access

to the invisible world of cyberspace in

the same way that a particle detector

gives access to the invisible world of

the quantum particles. In both cases,

it is the information that these

invisible worlds communicate that is

important. It is the structural

relationship between the fundamental

ʻbitsʼ that defines both realities, rather

than some intrinsic quality of these

bits.

To put it another way, if everything

can be reduced to anonymous bits,

then we must accept the following

proposition: The nature of the
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interactions is more important than

the nature of the interactors. This

makes the notion of interactive art

even more intrigueing since it reflects

some deep truth about the nature of

our world.

We can’t find life in a single atom, but

when enough of them are ordered

beyond a critical threshold of

complexity, life emerges. In

philosophical terms, this is physical

monism, but conceptual dualism. In

quantum mechanical terms matter is

composed of expresses itself as either

particles or waves. The world wide

web can be described with the same

conceptual dualism: in reductive,

atomistic, mechanical terms, that

describe the strings of bits that make

code the computer and in holistic

terms that describe the emergence of

the interactive digital aesthetics of

the work of net art.

Like the descirptioun of life, or a

quantum wave, the aesthetic

performance of a net art project

cannot be reduced to it’s mechanical

parts. The string of anonymous bits of

code manifests itself in different ways

depending up the interactions of the

outside world.

New Media curator Christiane Paul

notes, “there is a peculiar relationship

between the mostly hidden backend

of code which constitute a

convergence of language and

mathematics- and the multi-sensory

display it can produce: an identity in

the sense of a sameness in different

instances (code/results), each of

which takes a very different form yet,

on one level, is one and the same.”

(Christiane Paul, “Not Just Art”-from

Media Art to Artware”, Spanish, Paul,

p.104).

Quantum teleportation, the

transmission of information, is

analagous to the electornic two-way

communication that occurs between

a live person sitting at their computer

and a work of net art. It’s not

important whether the atoms inside

your computer screen actually travel

through a fiber optic cable across the

Atlantic to some distant server, but

rather, like the qubit, it is the

information that makes the journey.

Much like the measurement event of

quantum mechanics our interactions

with net art produces new

information. For instance, a work of

net art may ask us a question. This
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results in the injection of a binary bit

of information into the world. This bit

of information becomes a real part of

the world, since the information

contained in this bit, a yes or no

answer, will provoke a real response in

the work and in others who might be

interacting with the same project.

The individual bits of computer code

from which emerges the distributed

virtual immaterial network of the

world wide web are like the individual

quanta of energy from which emerges

the physical world of the computer

itself.

This article is a “working draft” for a
final essay – all rights reserved to the
author
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Loop Barcelona. Transversal Video Art
Herman Mendolicchio

Once upon a time there was a

peripheral artistic practice scarcely

considered called video art. This could

probably be the incipit of any

dissertation on artistical practices tied

to technology developments. As we

know, the world of arts shares since

ever a long common boundary with

the world of technologies, but

nowadays video art – though

maintaining some innovative features

– has departed from this frontier

positioning itself among the artistic

disciplines currently most demanded,

valued and practiced.

In this perspective, it would be

interesting to visualize in a graph the

rise of video art over the last forty

years (1970/2010) comparing it to

other more traditional disciplines like

painting and sculpture. I guess that

such a graph would outline a clear and

growing interest for video cameras

over paintbrushes.

One of the most interesting events

testifying the great current favour of

video art is, for sure, the Festival/Fair

LOOP of Barcelona. Currently

reaching its eight edition (May 2010),

it stands out internationally not only

due to its clear choice strongly

focused on video art, but especially

for its atypical features which made it

an attractive meeting point for

persons with different needs and in

search of different propositions.

The internationality of LOOP

Festival/Fair is matched with the

intimate and friendly environment

provided by the organisation: the

rooms of Catalonia Ramblas Hotel –

venue of the Fair – are transformed in

exhibition spaces quite different from

the cold ambiance often typical of the

trading spaces of art sales.
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The Festival instead is such to involve

shops, libraries, cultural institutions,

galleries, universities, art schools,

bookshops, restaurants and bars all

across the town of Barcelona

spontaneously hosting works of art

and spectators without need of

revolutionising their daily habits so

opening doors to the citizens and

favouring their diffusion among a

public of various background and

origin.

All of this favours the translation of

LOOPS into a network, both local and

global, of multiple cooperation for

divulging video art. Its three directors,

Carlos Durán, Emilio Álvarez y Llucià

Homs, have succeeded in creating an

event really transversal which through

many activities and events realised in

many different spaces is actually

capable of attracting all those

different personalities scattered

around the world which are typical of

the contemporary art milieu. Thanks

to their openness and kind

cooperation we succeeded in

interviewing the LOOP team with a

few questions.

Herman Bashiron Mendolicchio:

Celebrating the Eighth Edition of

LOOP is a demonstration of its

continuity proving its solid

background and its international

success. An event now standing out

on the overall landscape of video art.

How were you able to reach this?

Carlos Durán / Emilio Álvarez / Llucià

Homs: It is very gratifying for us to see

how LOOP has consolidated over

these eight years into an international

meeting point both for professionals

and for all those interested in video

art. All our progresses could be

achieved through dedication and

involvement of a number of partners

and participants. The main resource of

LOOP is its way of working in network

which allows an very effective

cooperation between personnel,

platforms and institutions both from

Spain and all over the world. LOOP is

meant to create and reinforce the ties

between the various involved agents

creating a sort of complicity.

In this way LOOP becomes a platform

of platforms attracting all together

artists, curators, collectors, galleries,

universities, art centers, theatres and

a large number of diverse people and

institutions. Another factor worth

mentioning is the growing interest for
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video art as an artistic expression,

both from the circuit of museums and

curators and from public in general.

LOOPS has grown up in parallel with

this trend. It has created its own

public and the citizens of Barcelona

are increasingly involved

Herman Bashiron

Mendolicchio:Numerous video art

works presented at LOOP move out of

the most classical exhibition circuits

reaching very unusual and disparate

locations of Barcelona. Which is the

relationship between LOOP and the

town of Barcelona?

Carlos Durán / Emilio Álvarez / Llucià

Homs: Besides being an event putting

together a festival and a Fair, the

LOOP project is also a project for the

town connecting local networks to

international networks. LOOP counts

on the involvement of the main

museums, art centers and galleries of

the town but also of a number of “non

artistic” places like bars, restaurants,

and other structures so bringing

contemporary art closer to all

spectators. In fact the “Off-LOOP”

program which goes in parallel to the

main program of the Festival spreads

video art across a number of town

places.

A project offering to the citizens a

chance of enjoying the Festival while

strolling around the town roads or

surfing over the virtual proposals

made available on internet.

Herman Bashiron Mendolicchio: The

binary path of the Fair on one side and

the Festival on the other is indicative

of a need and desire of giving voice

and visibility to people of different

sensitivities. How do you fit together

these two different aspects of LOOP?

Carlos Durán / Emilio Álvarez / Llucià

Homs: Since its beginnings our

intention was that of transforming

LOOP into a platform functioning as

meeting point of the main characters

of video art: actors and producers,

curators and critics, collectors,

galleries and museums or art centers.

The calendar and program of Fair and

Festival are different each one with its

own format, but such to be of

reciprocal support, always trying to

create new spaces for visibility and to

allow presentation of new video

works both from renown and

emerging artists, both in the context

of the commercial Fair (meant to

activate the art market) or in the

context of a museum or an artistic
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space through an exhibit, a projection,

a conference, or a meeting.

Both events are closely

interconnected and complement each

other and the sum of both is such to

allow a comprehensive view of all the

video art world within a limited time

period (10 days for Festival and 3 for

the Fair). In this way the curator or the

collector visiting the Fair not only

comes for seeing the latest videos

proposed by the galleries or for

getting informed on the novelties of

the art market but also to enjoy an

exhibition of more historical or more

actual perspective according to the

exhibition space and to forge new

contacts and collaborations with new

colleagues.

Herman Bashiron Mendolicchio: Part

of the Festival is devoted to

International university programs. The

idea of bringing the video-artists

closer to international events and

promoting their formation and their

works is a very interesting one. How

does LOOP works in these cases and

this formation segments?

Carlos Durán / Emilio Álvarez / Llucià

Homs: The university sector is a

leading actor in the circuit for the

creation and promotion of video art

and since a few years our

International Program of Universities

is a solid bet at the center of the

LOOP Festival programming. The

purpose of this program is that of

building contacts between

universities and specialist formation

centers in the audiovisual sector both

at national and international level. As

example, in this year edition, there

were 36 participating formation

centers (universities, faculties,

schools). LOOP is meant to establish

specific modes of cooperation,

according to the needs and interests

of everyone. Cooperation modes are

subdivided as follows:

1. Production and promotion: it

provides for screenings or

presentations of video programs

(selected by professors) in the Media

Lounge, inside the hotel of LOOP Fair

or at the centers themselves

2. Formation: it provides for hosting

students, through internship

agreements, for cooperating to the

preparation of the Festival

3. Research: through meetings, days

devoted to study and conferences
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held in various educational centers of

Barcelona. The purpose is that of

diversifying the modes of cooperation

in order to tailor them to the needs of

each school which might for instance

privilege a seminar of several days, a

projection in a hotel, or a dedicated

meeting with the artist or a curator.

We try to go beyond the boundaries

of the hotel of the Fair and to

promote mutual relationships such

that University could show its videos

within the LOOP and at the same time

LOOP could approach the formation

spaces typical of universities. What

we are seeking is the participation and

involvement of teachers and students.

Herman Bashiron Mendolicchio: The

task of organizing exhibitions,

Festivals, Fairs and video-art events is

undoubtedly complex as it requires a

long time for viewing all the works. In

LOOP’s case, how do you proceed for

selecting videos, considering the large

number of projections? How many

curators are involved in the selection

and which are the criteria to be

followed?

Carlos Durán / Emilio Álvarez / Llucià

Homs: In principle, LOOP is a platform

of platforms and not a team of

curators. We see ourselves more as

cultural managers putting in contact

various agents and collectives, inviting

to participate individual centers or

renown platforms developing and

presenting their own proposals. LOOP

cooperates with renown specialists in

the field of video-art. In 2010 for

instance we had almost 100 curators

collaborating. Moreover, in the case of

the OFF LOOP program, we are

seeking and reinforcing the

participation of those presenting

innovative projects of young and

different nature. In the actual case of

our Fair, the participating galleries are

selected by an international

committee, currently made of two

collectors, respectively from Boston

and Paris, and two gallery curators

one from the States and one from

Germany.

Herman Bashiron Mendolicchio: At

commercial level which is the current

situation of the video-art market?

Carlos Durán / Emilio Álvarez / Llucià

Homs: Collecting video-art in the

private sector is still relatively scarce if

compared to the most traditional arts.

Still, it is growing significantly. The

most important thing is that the
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collectors “ from ever” lost their fear of

acquiring videos and realized that this

is the future. And this has nothing to

do with the age of the collector, but

rather with his spirit. A video-art work

is something that rejuvenates a great

painting collection.

Herman Bashiron Mendolicchio: A last

question Which are the boundaries of

video-art?

Carlos Durán / Emilio Álvarez / Llucià

Homs: By today video-art has become

one of the most versatile and dynamic

communication media of our cultural

landscape, thanks to the

unprecedented freedom and

immediateness in creativity which it

provides to artists. It is a versatile,

open, hybrid form of art which

consolidates at the crossroad of

various disciplines (visual arts,

experimental movies, documentaries,

animation, performance, video-dance

etc) and which in this era of new

visual technologies is undergoing a

continuous renewal and evolution.

It is a medium which is constantly

forcing and re-discussing its own

boundaries. In an era of digitalisation

and internet (Youtube etc.) the

divulgation and circulation of video

works cannot be restrained, it cannot

be limited to the simple presentation

in the context of a museum but

overcomes all spatial limits.

http://www.loop-barcelona.com/
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